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bPENTNO ADDRESS BY Dr. P.J. HILLERY;
VICE-PRESIDENT, ELTOPEAN COMMISSION..

-I would like warrnl to w lcome,the delegates on
behalf of the Commission. I ould especially like to
tharik the delegates and exPerts who have participat'ed
in the preparatory meetings for this seminar and.those

who have pre ed the national review papers, the case
.studies arrdTthe lead papers.

We are witnessing an unprecedended expansion in
vocational training facilitieS in all the Member States
of the-CUmmunit,v-

In Britain, our host coiintr-y, for this week, direct
public expenditure on training has goneup from
E 30 million in 1968 to E 85 million in 1974, with the
number of Government Training Centres rising from 13
in 1963 to over 50 in 1974. '

In France, the number of trainees helped by public
expenditure has almost doubld from 560.000 in 19 to

920.000 in 1974. This explosive growth could just as
easily be illustrated by figures from the other Member
States where direct public expenditure on-vocational
training now runs at between one and two per cent of

the national budget. (,

Data on public expenditure is only the tip of the

iceberg. To training provided or supported by the,
state we must add the greatly expanded,in-company trai-
ning activities of industry and the spread of university
courses with a direct vocational orientation.

The importance of training springs from recognitill
of the necessity of an active employment policy. Several
factors have contributed to this recognition.

- Firstly the pace of economic growth and develop-
ment since the war has called for a high-level of labour
mobility - bothprofessiona1 and geographical. It has
been estimated that at least one worker in eight will
change his profession in the next ten years and that

over two million Europeans will leave the land over the
same period.

f
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Secondly, there has been a recognition of the right
of every worker,and of,every category of worker to be
trained and given employment tb the full extent of lais

or-her own capacity and talent. This is exemplified in
Germany's employment promotion-get of 1971 or the French
law on the-.organisation of 'permanent vocational training.
These give each indiVidual the statutory ri41-it to under-
take trainipecoursas with the assistance of state grants.

The growing-participation of women in employment
has called for a system of training suited 'to their
particular'needs. It is recogniseb in all the member
states that much hts stil-1 to be.done to imprdve the
employment position and'opportunities of certain eoups -
in particular women, migrant workers and the. han4444.apped.

As Commissioner Tor Social Affairs I haVe initiated
CommunitY measuws to encourage the member states, to
tackle the most urgent problems facing these underprivi,

..leged groups. Clearly ef*fective programmes bf \ideational
'.trainingWill also have a very importarit role in'theS0
developments.

Thirdly, there nas-been an increased understanding
of the significance of'vocational training in fulfilling
other-economic and social goals. FoP example the
achievement of planned regional development carls for
carefully thought-out vocational training in_order to
adtpt the manpower.and womanpower of the regibns to the
needs of industries and enterprises. Again, the high
-levels of employment, which we have enjoyed until
recentry, entailed high levels of inflation, caused to
some by sfecific manpower.shbrtages. An active

power policy, involving vocational retraining, has
contributed substantially to reduci-ginflation while
still'enabling-a high level of employment to.be enjoyed.
Faced as we-are with growing inflation, unemployment and
the' struCtural changes caused by the rise in.the price
of energy and raw materials, the need-for an active.an
vigorousNmanpower policy becomes even more_Crucial.
Vocational retraining is ot a pass-time for tille unem-
ployed ; it is a prerequisi. for continued economic
development:

The ComMission of the European Communities has,kept'
..apace with,and sought to initiate, supplement and extend
voeational training:.

Through the.European Social Fund it has been .intima-
tely connected with the training effort in the differAt

,p
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member states, with the defining of common trainitCneeds
and with the 'coordination of national training policies.
The growth of the Fund has been remarkable to the point
where it now has an annual budget of some-150 m. and

'where in 1973 Social Fund monies going to Britain for
example, represented LIQ'%.of direct spending on'voca-
tional training by the Department of Employment in

Britain. Ttle introduction of''the Regional Fund jill

giVethe Commission a furthkr instrument in co atting

employment problems.

The Sucial Fund gives tpecial emphasis to the trai-
ning.of workers froth Ies8 developed regions, to agricul-

'. tural ahd textil. workers.,-and to prograMmes for the
handicapped and migrant workers. The overriding policy-
aim however* is to assist genuinely promotional and
innovati've programmes as well as raising the standard
of trarning provided.

In this context I am pleased to,refer to the recent
decision of the Council of Ministers to establish the
European, Vocational Centre as proposed by the Commission.
The role of this centre will be to coordinate research
ihto various aspects of training and darry out its own

specific projects. It'will also organize courses and
seminars and will establish a selective documentation
centre on vocational training. The centre will be
Managed by. a Committee 'composed of representatives of
the Commission, the Member States and the:Trade-Unions
and employers. This will be the first time the social
partners will be involved in the active management ofla.,'

European Institution. This is a very welcome develop
ment, ,

This seminar on the Evaluation of Vocational-
Training comes at a very opportune time. It prolrides an
,opportunity for senior training officials from the member
countrdes to cOme together to exchange their ideas and

eXperiences, to identify common prOblems and to work
together' to resolve them.- Vocational training is now
serving a wide variety of goals and as a result its

evaluation has become increadngly complex. Perhaps as
resUlt of thtk variety of bodiks concerned, and of the
rapid growth in training6programmes have not always been
"well thought out or have not achieved the results hoped

.for. Expansion may have leapt ahead of trie application

of techniques of evaluation.

The task of the seminar is to make.this complexity
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manageabl r'or effici:ao and others who must'take
decisions about the oca!e, design .and imPlementation of
lnaining progr-ftmes, and who mustopsure tt-W quality of
the training.

-Thetsominar wi11 begin iltith an overall.view of Oqe
deVelopment of the -social and economic role of t.raiming ;

'the participants will then discfiss pa0rs dealing with
t.W; uses and problems C coot-benefit techniques as
-opPlie, to taining programmes. The measurement of non-
mondOgry.wariablesuch as the impact of training on
adaptabl.lit:,,, and the confidence of trainees, are also
cOnsidered in a seAkeL; of papers:- Various techniques of
gathering informativ about the. outcome of specific
training courses, eopecially on their impact,on the long
term career opportunities, are presented,for discussion.
This is.in keeping with the emphasis on training as a
stage, or 'a series of stages, in the career-of each
worker.

The issues which you will be discussing in the
coming.week are of great importance. All of us Who are
involved in v.ocational training have the'responsibility
and the challenge of-ensuring that the training carrded
out in the Community is effective, in that it takes.
account* of the potential and the' capabilities of the
trainees, lhat it uses the'best techniques for_teachirig -

and.that the tra.ining provided is matched to job-opPor-
tunit4es. FinallY, if this trainihg is to be deli'vered
to as many workers as possible it must be cost-effective.

5he Commission int-ends to'deve-lop its work in the
I 'area of vocational training-and I am confident that the

results of this seminar will be very significant for the,

development of techniques of evaluation. I will be
following with great interest ti*, 'proceedings and, the
recomtendations of this semina. e

I wish yolemell in your work.
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As an insLL.ument of economic policy generally and
employment pol;idy in particular vocational training has
come to play an increasingly important role in tfte member
states of the Community. A

Alongside with the ,growth and expansdon in .training
outlined in the opening spech of Dr. Hillery, most
countries have implemented substantial and far-reaching
.reorganisation oP their systems of vocational training'
in recent years. Thi. s was in part a response to the
fact that ao a result of the variety of bbdies concerned,
and of the rapid growth in training, programmes have not
always Veen well thought out or have not achieved the
results hoped for.

'

These developments ha :0 to the demand for more
adequate systems and concep, of evaluation of vocational
training. The evaluation of vocational training is not
a new ocience, but rather involves an attempt to (i) map
out and to organise'tne -different elements involved in

the exercise of evaluating a given training programme(i,i)
to apply the findings and concepts of relevant sciences
e.g. economics, organisationa.1 theory, psychology of

learning etc.

Evaluation,can be used (i) to help in the control
and management of what has a substantial-and compfex

.
activity (ii) to provide information fbr decisions on the
future scale and orientation of training. Its signifi-
cancejlas become particularly crucial in the light of the
current employment crisis. The number of persons unem-,

loyed in the Member States of the Community doubled in

(1974 and has been continually increasing throughout most
of 1975. This crisis has lead to a searching Veappraisal"
of employment policies and of the appropriate strittegy
and role for training. Should additional public expendi-
ture be devoted to training or rather to Yob-creation ?
What sort of training can be given to young bersons in
order to improve their chances of access to employment ?

How important is the pla,(iement rate in the assess7
ment of the success of a training programme ?

Unfortunately neither the policy makers of the
Member States,.nor,of training -organisations within mem-
ber states are.oin a position to begin to answer questions
of this kind: The explanation for this unsatiSfactory

0
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s'taCe of affairs can te found.in the rapid growth of
training, tir. recent birth DT new training organisation,
and the inherent difficulty in conceptualisy and
Organisating 'evaluation systems.

The Commis.sion of the European Communities has been
closely watching the development of this situaticin parti-
cularly through its experience with the European Social
Fund. In Autumn 197 /1 it requested a number af brief
reports on the,situati.on as regards evaluation in the
Member States .:Q.V'the Community. A fairly consistend
picture emerged of

(i) recognition of the importance of evaluation.

(ii). extreme practical difficulty in implementation
1

(iii a number of initiatives in the field, usually
consequent upon.reorganisation of vocational
training systems.

^V
Zome-extracts from the reportt are :

"The.blance sheet' which can be currently estabfished is
fairly thin" (France)

"With regard to routine training int d Tor young
people it is.even less oplaortUne o specify that there ,

is no classified, con>11-61 sy , especially as there
is no specific initial plan" (Italy.)

"Thanks to the Training Services Agency there is, for
the first time in the United.Kingdom, the means to pro-
vide an'overall view and to def±ne a gIbbal 'strategy
for the vocational training system... The rationali-
sation of budgetary choice set up by the Agency in the
preparation of its objectives will allow the establish-
ment of evaluation criteria" (United Kingdom)

"It is difficult t,..!O forl a complete picture of the whole
area of further vocational training.

"There is no methodological app.aratus by which the value
of training schemes within undertakings can be gauged.

"The information available is a little out of date."
(Germany)

As part of its role in stimulating the interchange
of ideas on common problems-arid encouraging the spread of
best practices, the Directorate-General for Social

12
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Affairs organised a seminar on Nas,subject in, Manchester
University in;Tanuary 1975. The seYninar participants.
were sOme 60 tkaining expert's with responsibillties for

.t(he activation and management of continual vocational
\ training measures (or, if such be the case, research in

the field of training) in private or public institution's,
in companies and in employers' and employees' organisa-.
tions, representing all 9 maber;statees.

The Seminar pro
i4ximum opportunity
ideas-and inficrma ion
After an initia-l's
.papers in plenary s
small working groups
which had been raiset

ramme Ips designed, to provide
r allAarticipantS to contribute
based dri their own experience.
n in which experts present'ed
on, the seminar divided into
order to discuss.the issues
nd to produce their own reports

and recommendations. To facilitate productive discus-
sion, the groups Were assigned to one of three topic
areas :

4i) The evaluation of training programmess at nat
nal or sectoral level, in'c]Aiding the conside-
ratiots which should inform'training policy
deciSlions-and the role ofpost-benefit analysis.

(ii) The evaluation of the, training scheme itself,
e.g. methods of selection., course design and
planning, teaching methods and control
measures

(dii) The e\kaluat.ion of employment outcomes with
, respect to the) impact oft.the labour market as
a whole\apd on the* particular indi iduals who
receive training.

Appropriate case studies were provided for each
working group to serve as a focus for discussion,. Group
reports were not necessarily tied to the problems presen7

. ted in thedr'can studdes.

There followed plenary seasdons in which the group's
reports were presented and discussed, two separate groUps
reporting on-each topic area so,that differing conside-
rations could be developped and compared.-

The present volume is based on thq working papers
and t,c,

he results of the discussions held at the"seminar.

This volume is in five chapters.

1 9



Chapiter 1 (Y!seribes and def ines the different levels of
ahalyis which can be.used in qyaluation.
.They.are : analysi-t in the domains of socio-

,
' economic pOlicy, manpower.policy; training.

ler .

eva.l.uation within the training pros-
gramme i-tself.

Y.
_

Chapter 2 deals with, yialtlation within the_xArious
Sottiw ie, the evaluation.of training pro=
graTmes.

_

Chapter 3 covers_ evaluatfon 164thin the...praining program-
,

me e:g. the assessment of trainees and of
teaching Methods.

Chapter 4 discuSses, Cost-Benefit Analysis.techniques'as
applied to-Voöational Training.'

F4nally
Chaote5 presents an Overview of Evaluation and'its

Practical Implementation

A number of.papers follow the overview given in
each chapter. Their aim is to give rpra6tical examples
of the more theoretical'discussions in the. text. Some-
times'however they develop in greater detail, or present
under a different form some of the ideas contained in
th main teXt.'

.9,
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CHAPTER 1

THE DOMAINS OF EVALdATION

In this chapter we shall consider the.various
levels of analysis into which diffeent aspects of the*
training system may be ordered. Mhe problems of eva-,
luation would seem to divide*into :

1.. Methods of assessing learning

2. Methods of assessing the effect of learning
term of tas performance

-3. Methbds of assessing the emplIciMpt outcome for
, the indivYdual

4.
,4. Methods Of assessing the impact on the emp1o1=--

ment situation as a whole

5. Methods of assessing the broad socio-economic
outcome.

Thus a the most specific...level are the particular
teaching/learning systems through which skills are
developed. Here a considerable body of systematic tech!
nique has been developed during the last thirty years,
and the process of evaruation must reflect this. Beyond -

the immediate learning situation are the worlds of work
and employment out of which training activities ultima-
tely flow. While recognising the integration of these
different level, it is helpful to distinguish between
them at least initially in order to keep tke practical
task of evaluation within reasonable bounds.

The accompanying diagram (fig.l) represents the
field as a series of embedded elements : the system/for
controlling a training programme is embedded within the
domain of training policy ; the system for controlling
training policy is embedded within the domain of man-
power policy ; and the manpower policy system is embedded
within the domain of socio-econbmic policy. Evaluation
can thus be, seen as the operation of tht va'rious feedback
loops (the diagram has been restricted to showing only
the principal, formal loops).

1.1
15
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Genel'ali) npeaking, evaluation,follows a time se-
quence across the different domains.1 Within the in'her-
.most domain, feedback on the effectiveness of learning
operates quickly - within days or a few.weeks - while
the feedback of inforTation concerning employment out-
comes may well take manths as a minimum, At the level
%f the.manpower domain the r.ekevant informaon may not
become availablecf'6P years, q!ld this represents a:severe
limitation on research in this area. There is also a
clear tendency for the feedback datl to be,har.der to
define and to obta'(n ts Vie larger domains aVe appro-
ched. By comparish, the dimensions of'relevant outcomes
age easier to predic 'in.he internal evaluation of a
t9ining programme since the situation is mare confined..
But as outcomes develop into the Iarger.domains th,ir
interact with more- ariables olAr-a rarger pe.riod.of
4ime. ,The-result i that,the evaluation researcher is
Knce.rtain about.wha date to pursue. He-11"\less able to

l' seek. answers o pre-determined queions an*more
constrained t wonde-r-what quest-ions he ould be asking.
the difficultzishows clearly in the unit of ev,..4uation
whiCh arc appxropriate to each domain. These may'sbe

. rePresented hierarchically as :

1. factors in C '

2. factors in work )Socio-

3. factors in.careers \4°'%.7. ) Man- )

)

)* )

4. factors in employ- ) Trai- ) .)EconoMic
ment )

. )
power1_)

) ) *)

5. factors in skills) Trai- ) ning ) policy-Lpolicy
,-

) ning ) . )
\

i 6. factors in. ) progr.) policy) S

operations
i..

Typically, the various domains of control have as
indicated concerned themelves with particular groups of
factors. In a static situation, this type of division
of laSOur may present no. particular problem. But the
present need is for training to play a part in the mana-
gement of change, and to'do this effectively the diffe-
rent levels need to be integrated in practice. Without
'an effort in this direction there will continue to be
training programmes directed at immediate remedies for
immediate symptoms. Training Policy for agricultural
workers leaving the land, for example, has been to pro-
vide insruction sin industrial Operator jsVills, super-

r
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sAl .
vision and managemeqt practice. But if these training

. . ite programmes run concurrently and over a lipi.ted period,
I they fail to meet the .real needs of change. Suàh an .

approach may be characterised as a training policy
, stlution. By focussing on training.a 'group.4 of people

for a group of available jobsit fails. to ..ialow for thc
fa'ct that people and jobs are nOt static. A "maniPower
vOlicy solution" would be to integrate the various levels
.f training over the appropriate time-spam From the
point of- view of industrial 'systems .this allows for the
needs of manpower succ.ession and frOm the' lneividual' s
ponit of view it recognises that he may .have a career
raher than a series of jobs.

c
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CHAPTER 2

EVALUATION OF THE'TRAINITic PROGRAMME
(a) An overview e'

A - EValuation in'the Socio-Ecbnomic Domain

In thls broadest -of dOmains, what should be Sought
is most open to dispute; and.what may be achieved most
open to,doubt. The successive interactions of training
outco S wit* othe factors in the'various dbmains de-
feat any attempt t eValuate those outcomes in a strictly
coAtEolled fashi' inthe same time, the evaluation of
the ends of trai pie't ate directly to.ihe sphere of
political decision..

A decision to implemen a:certain'training project
MY for example, entail deci ions about where people live
'nd hence-about housing poliC s or transport investment.

, Less tantible but just a't real are,costs and penalties
arising perhaps rrom the spli,tt,ing up of families by age-
group, urban,congestion and life-style etc. Are the fami-
lies bf inner-London inherently different from 'Other
people ? Yet teachers are paid a premidm tO-work in
their bhildren's schdol,s._

, To take a more directly induatrial example, if
'workers fight redundanck by taking over their factory,
is it worth,investihg gove.rnment money in-training pro-
graTmes for them ? Apart from the immediate'financial

'con'TZerations of expected ti"ading profit, savings,on
social security payments etc., what value is,to be
attached to the new forms of indust'rial life'which such.
events may lead to ? Or to the 'difference in morale .

between men who have saved their own jobs and men,who
have been left unemployed.?

Evaluailon of human Outcomes f6.ces always the pro-
blem of puting on a common scAle the concrete and the .

intangible or, at best,, the vague and the definite.
Political vision, exercised through the ndrmal processes
cannot be replaced by any technique which social science
has to,offer, but the evaluation of...training may be the
means of adding to politidal j.udgement'the techniqu,Qs of

social investigation% Its most,importarit effect

1 8.
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be not merely to extend the use of social surveys and
sociological analyses by. governments, but to introcLuce
the idea of,planned social experimdnts. Until now such
"experiments"have..scarcely merit -Us. the na'trpc, being
precipitated by interést,s which pP-empt the results.
Consequently, there is generally little serious attempt A
at.evaluation and it is'left to historians to present
their results to a later generation. Neither are small
ilot schemes enough in themselves. Paradoxically, 4he
stricted project designed td eliminate some of the,

variables may be more difficult to interpret than a
large-scaleAproject. In the sOcial field, as in others,
efefects do/not always "scale-up".

The task in the svial Evaluation of Vocatio
Training therefore is to pUrsue-the conseqvt6nces
training across the normal divisions betweien policy
areas and to bring such diverse inst-ruments as Cost
Benefit Analysis; attitude inventories etc. to bear on
a unified investigation of social events. Only b,r broa-
dening the'scope of evaluation procedures cap decisions

- reflect the nature of the realities they are intended
to deal with. The resultants of training actions.can
be analysed into ecompic, social(.4nd human coMponents.
Having achieved thase principle,the
iMplementation of appropriate evaluation programmes
should not be allowed to founder on the objection t at
we lack the means to acquire the appropriate aatl.
Social investigaton will never stand on the same 1 el
as a, natural science srwaiti.ng for more "scientific"
instruments is\therefore pointle.es, The determination
to broaden the scope of eva.ldation iS the primary need.
'The techni,ques andinstruments currently.avail'able will
supply,enough date to stimulate'the olitical imagina-
tion.

7

The paper by di. Raven on "Human/Resources, Thlif
Assessment and DevVirlopment" raises wide issues as t tl2e

kind of characteristics which shohld be developed'in
trainees for our complex inte,rdependent societies. It
discusses the difficulties experienced by the educatio-
nal syetem, the motivation of trainees and the.social
.selection and placement function of qualifications,

The case-study from Lu3.(elbourgmis A good example'
,of how a training system can *come distorted from its
origihal goals. The study despribes how it became
necessary to 'introduce a new Certificate in Practical

----" Skill in order to implement "a method of developing
practical skills, manual intelligence and skills for

n
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dertain profession which requir.no fancy.abstract
theorettcal knowledge". It?ras round that the existing
Certificate in Vocational Skills was too difficult for
a su tantial (up to 50 %) number of.trainees, de&pite
a gro ng demand for skilled works.

inally a note from Denmark, oontributed to the
seminar by C. Jorgensen argues that.training will'in
-the future have to pay more attention to educational
needs, which he enumerates as

(i) Vocational/technical - the need to learAto use
new technology.

(ii) The motivationaproblem, leadlg to the ad p-
tion of job-enrif!hment and job-enlargement-
schemes

(iii) The L<cial aspect - tile ability to adapt to
change ; to new educational star:Lc:lards.

Evaluation in the manpower policy domain

Since the time lag for feedb ck data is 'Pelatively
'4sgreat in this domain, post-hoc eva ua'Cion by itself is

unsatisfactdry, The primary need s thereforekfor ,

forecsting.tedhniques euLlt up on previously acquis dpx
data; At cpYesent, the'necessary data,is not aail&9142,

forodastS have been relNlvely unSuccelAW!,/ 4
ful , Even where-governments have ttempted to foree4's Vi,
in the field of.public employment, theii7 predictiOts4
have turned out to be far from accurate (c.f. teacheil
in-U.K.). A.significant factor contrlbutj,ng to this
unreliability is technolopcal and social change, for
'instance the oil shortage and.bonsequent undersea /.

ling, or the increase in air-travel dur4fng the 1960'
Some of the, social changes presently affegzting the mfi
power system however are known and their,future effeets
can be anticipated.

7;. .

There is little de`tailed knowledge !fs, the jo

patterns and careerjstru*kures that are followed-by s

working people. So far, classification has stopped a
1.1.-ts of job-titles and descriptions - another,example
ofr'a strictly "training policy' 'approach.

The tDaper by,G. Ducraw outlines the grOwing diffi-
culty of'matching training to employment in'a modern
society. ft reviews the variou studies, particUlarly
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of a macro-economic nature, which have be n carried out
in France since 1971 on this problem. Ducray stresses
the flexibiltty caused by,the role of the enterp-Itise in
chooSing what technology to adapt to production, theeby

. generating specific manpow (and training) needs.

.)t present the concept of brpaut,Ased training is
frequrntly invoked where predictive power is lacking.
While broad-based training has its own particular vir-

.tues i terms of the qua-lity offthe individual's lear-
,44 ning, does not Ofer 'a universal safety net. It is
satiS1' ory neithW from Vie 'point of view of the
employtkit system nor_from the point of view of the
individual learner to atte-mpt training which has vaguely
defined outcomes. Adult trainees'in particUlar respond
sharply to the degree of pef.ceived relevance in a trai-
ning pi,ogramme.

Proad17.based training and pPedictive evaluation
in the emplument system are essentially complementary
therlefore. .tnly by Increasing Aur understaA.Ang of the
latur market can we define the 45e-C-essary base on'W2,ich
tosbroaden training for change.

C-. Evaluatibn within the training narlicy domain

.Ev4uation within.the training pOlicy system has
implications in two directions. It is a sub-ordirli4te
element of the evaluation of manpower system outlw'
and it is the'super-ordinate contekt for the etratuation
of trlining programme results.

7
. -

Studies in this domain take as their focu1.§1 indivi-
duals in the jobs for which. they were traied. Te data
conected usually falls into one or more of thre cate-
gories :

1 - Measures of job competence ; e.g. production
records or supervisurs ratings, promotion.

2 Measures of ob satisfacion or morale ; e.g.
q estionnair , lateness )nd absenteeism records.

3 - M/asures of employmcnt stability ; e.g. "sur-
ival" rate of a group of trainees; exit

interviews.

Cate ory (1) data is aimed primarily at valiliating
the conte and method of training, while category (2)

22
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and (3) dataThre oncerned more with the selection of
trainees for that type of training.

The difficulty of drawing the appropriate inferen-

ces from labour turnover data has already been referred

to. In fac't'similiar problems arise in the interpre-
tation of categoryl ('l) data. Job performance is one of
the most potential.ly misleading sources_of training

validation. It has been found for .instance that' young
female employees who were thought to be insufficiently
skilled after training were in fact simply ignoring the

incentive scheme : they were obliged to surrender their'
wage-pacyets at home whatever their earnings. Group
production norms are also a frequent determinant of an
individual's performance, especially in the case of a
newcomer from the training school. Thus, whether em-
ployment data is referred upwards to the sup'er-ordinate
c:ategory (man ower sys,tem) or downwards to the sub-
ordinate cate ory (training programmes) similiar iffi-

culties of interpretdtion arise.
1

I .1

Th,e problem of employment data in the conte t of
the mnpower system has been discussed in the p evipus

sect4bn. Data fAQm job-performance can only be inter-
preted in the light of the total influences whic 'act

on an individual performing his job. These inclu.: the
climate of'the \eTploying organisation, norms and'

expectations ofVtli immediate work group, incentive
schelmes, quality of supervision and the personal nat re

of the trainee himself. The nature of'many of these
factors imposes the need for personal interpretation ly'
the evaluator, but certain formal meaies can be take
in'order to .indicate what factors may be significant'in

any given situation :

1. Measures-of performance obtained under "training
schOol" conditiOns-can,be compared with production
performance. Large and permanent falls in perfor-
mance, particularly among previously high performers
indicate the need for an investigation of worlang
conditions, pay structures etc.

2. Further evidence may be obtained from comparison
groups. If persons with similiar training take jobs

in different produc ion units or in different firms
there may well be d fferences between job performance
data from these gro pS. Indeed it is normally to be
expected that there will be such differences and that
they will crften be sUb.54.antial. It is this- which'ha's

led training researchers to regard.on-the-job ppfor-
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mance as a deceptV'e cilterion of trail
unless it-is well'ontroljed and careflr
preted.

sk,

alidity
nter=

' The need for interpretation referred-to here arises
irom the practical limitations of the purely experimental
paradigm. The rationale of experimentation depends-upon
the "control" of variables. That is to aay compvative
data. should be available to indicate unambiguousgy what
effects are associated with what circumstances. All

4. that is then left to interpretation is the conclusion
that the association is causal, i.e. that thercircum-
stances cause the events. rt i5 however, seldom possible
to.-achieve a h.gh level such control in human affairs.
ThUs .job performance s dies are not based on groups of
individuals w ar enticale cept in one or two
specified ways : they e bas on groups of people whose
nature and circumstance (of woik, of training, of
education etc.) d'ffer i many rays. The need to inter-

.

pret data is ther in easeb so as to account for
w,hat cannot be cont olled

The study by P. Waldman s aws how training aimed A.

at "versatility". produces very d ferent effects i?rtwo
firms and Underlisnes the essential relatiVis trai: fning evaluation. In d'ifferent Qircuestances dif ent

/\k.
relationships obtain between spRerficially similia
variab.les. In this particula, '-atudy the important
circumstance- is the cliMate of the firm : it could%,
equaly be Ole production system ' the technology etc.
In any case it is vital that the ci cumstances from
whrch data arise be taken fully into .account sincç it is

0.- only tne light of such an account that the relati nship
'between variables (e..g. training method and job rfor-
mance) becomes clear..

0 3
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(b) HUMAN RESOURC,ES : THEIR ASSESSMENT AND'DEVELOPMENT

I - The Scote of the Papwr and the Importance of the
Pro em \--

'N,
,.

I have been asked provide a conceptual -0aper
on the shor term eyaluation of vocational training.
In order to do this adequately, it is necessary to set
the discussi n in a -wider context, and, in particular,
to set what I haveto_say in the context of a discussion

.

of such questions as : "What are the goals of the
educational prograMmes which are t be evaluated ?"
"What arethe students expected toj be able to do b4tfer
a.a result of the courses ; What competences are to be
fOstered ?" "What is the psyaho ogical nature of these
competences ?" "How can the' resence or absence be
detected ?"'and "How is one'.to find,out what the long
term consequences of people haying developed, or failed
to develop, these competenCes may be 'PT .

--.1
Although the paper- will.-be broad in this Sense,. it

-.will be very limited in two other .senses. Firstly., it
relates to summative evaluation' designed (a):to provide'
appropriate Certificates for students and (b) to develop
a better understanding of the nature of the goals to be
achieved, the way they are to be achieved, and the conse-
quences which different types f'programme are likely
to have. This infortnation is xpected to be of value in

tt.Hi,mproving future educational p grammes. It is not
-.._intended to improve the particular educational programme
'in the course of which it is conducted. The paper is
not cerned with the many very useful types offormative
evaluation which could be carried out within a particular
programme in order to -piRrove-it.

Secondly the paper is limited in the sense that the
-main theme of the paper relates directly only to tile
valuation of one sub-sector of training programmes,a
sub-sector whieh, at presell, forms Only a minority of
training programmes. This sub-sector is made up of
_programmes intended to foster such qualities as versati-
lity, confidence in one's ability to ,master new tasks,
the ability to learn without instr,uction (a very diffe-
rent thing from learning to take further formal courses)
and the'ability,to bufild up a picture of an overall pro-
gramme activity, and one's paft in the .whole, without
having.to,be given detailed instructions.

2,1
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In emphasising that thePaper relates directly to..
only pne sub-sector of vocational training.it is not
meaht,to imply that the'paper's4relevance td vocational,
training as a whole is ;light. Exactly the opposite Le.,
the.case. There a,re twoo reasons for saying this. The*,
first is that ;1-ummative evaluati,ons of tht sort which
will be discpSzed are essential tif educationalists as a
whole are to-break out of the treadmill'situation in
which they find themselves. More will-be said'ad)out
this in a mo ent. Thsecond is that, although the pro-
gramme to .v ich the paper relAtes directly form ,.,mino-

rity of programmes at. present, they are likely t form
the majority in the Tutul'e. More and more, our c mplax,
interdependent,'societieswill,deOand,thpt people think
widely and responsibly, take personal responSibilit
for their decisions rather than refer to authority take
the initiative in.starting chains of development, azid
moniebr he effects of the action sd initiated/iri order
tb ta corrective.action when necessary. El'ren today iC
onytantan efficient bus service ogerequires- bus .

dr ervs_wh are-able to think rn a wide and responsible
f shion ad able to relate effectively to a wide range -

f different types 'of peopLe performing different roles
in society.(Van'Beinqm, 1968).. And one needs-managers
and Coremenwho habitually consider the sOctal impLica-.
tions of their decisions.

Let me now amplffy the first reason I gave for
,

focussing on this tolDic. Let me briefly try to justify
ir the staterlent that more attention will have'to be-paid

to summAt2velevaluation in this area if all connected
. .with educabn are to be able to get out of the highly
:unsatisfac'tOPy situation in which they Tind themselves.
At the present time some teachers find themselves_tea-
ching toward goals they do not believe to be very impor-
.tant and neglecting the goals they believe to be !rive
important .(Raven, 1974).

.

In the next section.of the paper- 1 wi.11 explore the-
reasons/TOr this in more deta -1, and will suggest that

,,pthe same thing'is likely to' h pen to those concerned
with vocationaltraining unless ore attention is paid
to evaluation in the areaS which 1.1,ve be mentioned.

What I.am suggesting is that.,the centraltand most"
critical problem in evaluatioh - in the evaluation of
vocational trair :ig, and in the evaluation of e udation in
trgeneral - is the problem of specifying the na ure of, and
developing the,meahs, with which to assess, the competen-
cieswhich it is most important that school and vocatio-
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'nal training prr)gram.. should b concerned with .foste-
.

ring.

In he course of: the paper it will be argued that
it has been the failure of educa'tionalists.t.o.tackle ,

this problem 'in the p:nt which hasTf led to everyone con-
nected with AUclition - and not.just teachers and
.pupils - being distracted from the goals they consider
most important and to the:ir focussing on goals which are
less important. -.-.

In sayin'g- that not only teachers and pupils have ,

been affected by failure to tackle.this problem'mv inten-1
tion is to'draw attention to the fact:that vast areas of
sOcial policy have been.affectedas wall : grossly mis-
guided attempts have been made. to counter poverty,.,social
disadvantage, and unemployment.precisely because educa
tionalists have failed to censider thei- goals, the Way
rn which they are.to be achievedthe ,;,3:y their achieve,-
ment is to ba as'.Sessed, and the consequences oT thd
competdncesdevel;oped'for the individuailsconcerned acd

0 the society in-,whichthe,y liva. .

.
. .

.

If this situation;As 'to be rectified.it zeems tO rile

th$t we mustpeyelop.'tqAySof" eValuating progss towards
'the goals of :##.V.P-44,u'which really are.themost iMpor-
tant goals:: kid4t;$6ths to me - and I' haVe wrtrieved. a
certain amount of evidence .t back up my position from

?Illiterature - that the-teache s, pupils, ex pupils and
parents that havd interviewed are quite right when they
say that these goals include fostering such qualities as
the abnity to work with ,Ohers, -initiativei and aonCern

work dAyeetively for the:gooa of the community in
ew ich we flv.

,,:,_
,,,Lt.--.,,

'For reasons whi2h I will discUsg,.in_dent, it
sgems to me vital that,,if the sitation I have described'
,is to be rectified, and if the same distortion is not to
occur in the section of education concerned with vo=catio-
nal training, we must, in thinking abciot evaluation, and
in carrying out evaluktionexarcises, resist the tempta-
tion to retreatinto measuring progress toward goals'
which, while easier to measure, are less important.,

-:-
.

We must resist this temptation beCaUSe, in .spite of
the apparently innocuous nature .01' a decision to follow
this p4th, the decision is, in fket,eci*.i.onof im-
mense ci,ological significAnce. It'b4pgs in its train,
as surely as nigt follows day, a who'i:efid.'Stef- important

social consequences.

Or.
z.J 0
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FaillAre to resisythe temptation will result in
educators, occupational selectors, staff developers,
organisational deve.].opers, and policy makers who4eal
with issues ranging frlom regional development tocivil
rights, focussinggn the goals of education; and op the
human resourCe-qualities which are assessed, and gearing
their policies and thinking to those qualitie, and
those qualities alone. As a result they will necessgrily
neglect to focus on, foster-, and consider, the characte-
ristics which.are ra1ly the mast important from the
point of view of'.d.M5:roving society as a whole, the orga-
nisations concerped, and the lives of the individuals
directly involved:

Social Functions of 'Qualifications

What re my reasons for arriving at the c lusiop
I have j stated ? The.processes just described 41rise
from th social, not the educational, functions'performed
by educational qualifications. Teachers and pupils are
in factvelllaware of the social selection and placement
functionEl, of qualifications, but the4 havrarely consi-
dered explicitly the implications of'this function for
their own behaviour. Even less frequently considered
are the implications for the interpretation one.places
on ttv mushrooming demand for edilcation.which we have
witnessed over the last quarter' of a Century.

Educational qualifi.cations perform the function of
allocating people's life chances, and legiitimising the
way in which the flow of individuals into privileged
positions in society is regulated, reg4rdless of the
value of the actual content of the programme. on which
this certifIcation is based. T,,n other words this func-
tion is performed without arly regard at all to the-value
of what has been learned in educatiopal programmes. As
a result, the level.of deMand for qualifications
whether that demand is expressed ty students or by pros-.
pective employers-- cannot be treated as evidence of the
need for.educational programmes. It may.be evidence of
the need for glegitimated allocator of-life chances,
evidence of the need for changes in the institutional
structure of society, evidence of the need fon economic
growth, or.evidepce, of the peed for a r.e-c0,s.t.rib.ution
wealth. But that is,another matter. In and of itself
such demand cannot legitimately be construed as evidence
of the need for the skills and.competencies foster i in
the programmes for which there is a demand.
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It is Gelection and placement function of
educational qualifications which has led to the over-
whelming growth in demand for education which we have
witnessed for the last quarter of a century. This demand
for qualifications has risen unabated by the fact that
the competencies fostered in those programmes we.re not
the competencies which were, in the opinion of the tea-
chers, pupilmik ex-pupils, and parents involved, the ones
which it was most important to foster, and in spite of
the fact that there waS' scant evidence that they would
lead the individuals concerned to be able to perform
their jobs more effectively or to lead their lives with
a greater sense of fulfillment and'satisfaction. (Berg,
1971, Jencksl973, Raven, 1973).,

The fact that certification -;and therefore the
selection and placement functions°of educational qualifi-
catios - was based on the attainment of the goals which
were easie§t to assess, although the importance of these
grals was widely-questioned, meant that teachers and
students had to focus on achieving the goals which were
.not asses-sed but which were most important. Had these
teachers and students spent their time ,wOrking toward
the moPe important goals, the students' life chances,
and the teachers' reputation, would have been jeapor-
dised.

Confronted with ever increasing numbers of
"qualified" applicants, employers reacted'by raising

-

their entry "requirements" still specified in the same
te-rms ther y adding fuel to the fire.

Employers, like teachers (who also knew that there
was semething very wrong wit4 what was happening in the
educational system, even if they could not quite put
their finger on-it) continued to play their part in this
conspiracy with some degree of soul searching. Although
they often knew i1-1 their heartS that the criteria on
which they based their sblection procedures were not
those which were really the most important from the point
of view or performance, reliance on the criteria they
used at least enabled them to avoid the accusation that
they were favouring the sons of friends, or those who
had "respectable" backgrounds; over and above 'those who
came from less prestigeful backgrounds.

If, therefore, we are to make much progress in
assessing the need for training programmes, we would do
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well to tredt' stattstics relating to student demand for
courses, or which deal with employers "requirements",
w'th suspicion.

More th'JiNthat. In any attempt to evaluate the long
term effeCts oC trainir:g programmes we must attempt to
separate out the consequences which arise from the skills 4

developed in the cours* of those programmes from the
consequences of certification and placement itself. If.-
this is to be done - and this is the point I have been
leading up to we must be ahle to assess the real
human resource competencies - or incompetencies - foste-
red in the ii:ourse of educational programmes in the short
term. We- will return to a discussion of the nature of
these competencies and' the way'in which they are to be
assessed in a moment. But first, .1 would like tb. have
a brief look at one more issue.

3.- The cohpept of Continuous Education

If the arguments previously put forward are accep-
ted, it is necessary to seriously re-examine the thinking
which has penetrated official re,ports on J.the future of
education such: as the Fauwre report. The,'admittedly
imperfect, -evi.:cnce co'llated by,the authors mentioned in
the last .ction strongly suggests that formal educa-
tional qualificacions correlate neither with job.serfor-
mance nor with performance in further formal coures. It
is therefore important to seriously question whether what
is needed in the course Of life-locg education is further
formal, courses of the traditional sort or whether some-
thing very different indeed is required. The sort of
changes whfch may be needed can he'illustrated by takirlg
a few examples. Teachers generally assent to the proTo-
sition that they wish to help,their students.to "learn
to learn". However, further probing reveals that by this
they normally mean that they wish to help their students
,to learn how to take further formal courses: As an aside
it may be interpreted that Berg's work suggests that they
are not even successful in achieving this very limited
objective. In contrast, what they might mean is that
they would like tb teach their students how to make their
own observations': to learn how to learn without ins-
truction. This might be an altogether more useful quality
for pupils to develop.

If thfs were what the Thras "help students to fearn
how to learn" meant a number of uestions would arise :

(a) through what mechanisms bo achers at present seek
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to herp their students to develop this ability ?
(b) where is the evidence that their students do develop
this quality ? (c) how might the presence of this abi-
lity be more effectively assessed ? (d) through what
sort of programme might is be better.fostered ?

4 - What Qualities might.Students need tedevelop in the
Course of Training Programmes ?

The discussion in the last paragraph may be taken to
imply that one of the qualities students may need to
develop in a course of in-service training might be "the
ability aind the willingness to make one's own observa- -

tions and learn without instruction". But how do we
know whether this is an important quality for part'ici-
pants to develop ?--An impressionistic analysis of the
qualities required to perform well in the jobs entered
by school leavers, supported by data collected from pu-
pils who left school five years earlier, will be pre-
sented. This analysis and data supports the view, shared
Sy the vast majority of teachers and pupils, that the
main goals of education should be to foster such quali-
ties as initiative, responsibility, decision taking
ability, judgement and'forecasting and planning skills.

i
Attention will also bec_d woln to the evidence suggtsting
that --tlit'Se quaiit.-±es are. 'sential to the effective
performance.of jobs as d r inct as driving a bus (Van
Beinum), by medical practitiorrers (Taylor), by managers
(Egan), and by researchers (Ta*or). Finally attention
will be drawn to the fact that assistance in developing
these competencies is particularly required by indivi-
duals undergoing promotion-(eg from researcher to
research manager) and not only by indililduals who find
themselves out of work for one reason or another..

This discussion leads to three conclusions :

a) That the qualities to be developed through educational
structures, both child and adult, are more in the
realm.of develOping qualities like the ability to work
with others, the ability to understand social institu-
tions and:get them to work effectively, and the wil-
lingness and the ability to embark on a necessaiw
course of action without knowing ll the steps to the
goal in advance, but equipped withlthe ability to
monitor what happe'ns, learn from it, and take correc-
tive action when necessary, than it is to develop the
ability to manipulate mathematical equations, or a
brake, clutch and accelerator.
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11.
b) The number of people wha need to be provided with

opportunities such qualities greatly
exceeds the numb r of "unemployed".

) The structures required if people are to develop these
abilities differ greatly from the educational struc-
tures to which we have grown accustomed in the past.

5 - What is the Nature of these Q9,1ities ?

If courses directed_toward. develOping these.quali-
ties are to be provided and assessed we need to know a .

great deal more about their nature. After all, teachers
at present consider that the development of these quali-

C
ties is the main goal of education, but they say that;
in practice, they do little to foster them and that Out-
comes in.this area are pitiful.

In the main paper it will be argued that these
qualities are best thought of, not,as abilities (such as
intelligence or mathematical abilitY) but as motivational
dispositions. In other"words, the defining chara-zteris-
tics of these qualities is,that the individual engages
in them spontaneously ; they represent the willingness to
use such abilities as one.has to achieve a valued-goal.
If we are.to understand their nature (or. index them) we
therefore need to understand two components of human
behaviour which have received scant attention from psy-
chologists or educationalists in the pas,t. They involve
understanding values and understanding qualities which
enable an individual to organise his life to achieve his
valued goals effectively. .A detailed discussion of
valued goals and pf.the components of competence (which
have been hinted at,above) will be presented.

A

6 - How can these cOmpetencigs be fostered ?

It follows from what has been said in the last para-
graph that fostering these qualities 'involves providing
people with opportunities to clarify their values and
with opportunities to practice and develop new styles of
behaviour which-will enable them to achieve their valued
goals. The,former may best be-done by presenting them
with research data (most of,which. we da not have.), while,
the latter may best be done through such things.a.s.role
playing exercises.



7 - qow can.thf2se. qualities be asseSsed ?

.,. . .
.

If it is true tha these qualities are best thought
of as motivational dispositionsit,,follows tbat the
techniques of assessment which are appropriate are those
appropriate to indexing motivational dispositions. In
.other words, it is necessary to find out whether people
show a spontaneous tendency to engage in the components
of effective behaviour. 'This can only be done if we
Irlow-which goals they value, for thpy would not te ex-
pected to engage in these complex Ictivities in relation
ta-goalS-they did not value. Tea ers' failure to ask
whether students value the goal Ioward which they are
expected to work may'account for the poor predictive
validity of the assessments teachers make once one gets
beyond the next stage .of 'education. In oth.tr words a
'pupil may display fe4 of these characteristics fn rela-
tion to performance dt mathematics (and hence do badly
'at it) while being able to display many of them in rela-
tion to a goal:he does'value (such as football). .

Furthermore if he later comes to value performance at
mathematics because be needs'it to achieve a goal he
values he may come to db vpry well at selected branches
of ft'(Berg 1971). Stevens (1960), Bernstein, (1971) 'and
the author have shown that the majority of seConddry
school pupils see little point in their school tasks
other than as a route to gaining certificates which will
apt as passports to high statuS occupations.,,When one
also understands that many of them do not value entry
to_these high status occupations, the lack of "motiva-
tfOr." so'often commented upon among secondary school
puplls comes as no surprise.

A particularly fruitful way of establishing whether
people are willing to engage in the patterns of thinking,
fee/ing and behaviburconnotated by such terms as ini-
tiative, independence, and reSponsibility may be to ex-
plore the consequences they anticipate if they were to

. engage in these activities.(Raven 1973). It may be pos-
sible-to elicit and as;ess these anticipated consequen-
jces more-successfully fdrilowing the methodology developed
by Fishbein (1968). Such assessments should reveal :

, a) The stren,:--2th of an individual's willingness to engage
in these tehaviours in pa.rticular situations.

,

b) Problems which woulikneed to be tackled in in-service
courses. An indi4idrotal may need research data to
demonstrate that certain consequences do not follow

" 2
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from engaging in a particular type of activity ;
alttrnativelr he may need assistance in developing
styles of behaviour which ensure that the currently
correctly anticipated consequences no longer follow.

c) Changes which may need to be made in the organisatio-
nal climate of the employing organisation if such
behaviour is to be released : if an individual belie-
ves that the consequences of displaying initiative in
his firm will be his dismissal (and many people do
believe this) then it would behove the firm to re-
examine its promotion procedures. A recent study,
showed that the army were in fact promoting people
wha actually possessed most of the qualities hey
explicitly recognised they did not wish to faAYour.

8 - How ctIn the Consequences of these Qualities be
assessed ?

The consequences of having developed or not deve-
loped'these qualities deserves to be studied at three
levels : (a) for the pattern of life accomplishment,
way of life and pattern of life satisfactian and frusCra-
tion of the individual concerned, (b) for the organisa-
tion in which he works and (c) for the society in which
lofe lives.

Different methodologies'are appropriate at these
three levels. However, perhapsmore important, the
consequences will differ depending on the institutional
structure of the organisation and society in which the
indi'Vidual lives and,works. Attention will be drawn to
a number of organisational and community climate varia-
bles which moderate the effects of these motivational
dispositions.

9" - What Alternative'ways of Fostering these Qualities
might there be ?

As was indicated in the last paragraph, the
institutional structure in which an individual lives and
works has the potential to release or frustrate these
qualities. It also has the potential to foster them.
We earlier spoke of the need for training programmes to
concentrate on fostering s'uch qualities rather than on
specific ,occupational skills. We also draw attebtion to
the fact that an enormous number of -people could be
expected to benefit from.such programmes. The paper
will conclude by remarking that some ways of organising



firms, some ways of organising regional developmeiV
programmes, and some ways of organisingf community bievelop-
ment programmes, would be expected tO have aL'much more
beneficial effect on the development o4,.theae qUalities
than other ways of organising these things. All will
have an effect. The question is which ways of or-:gani-
sing these things have what effects on the human resource
-competencies of the population - on their perception of
the institutional structure in which they Ylve and work,
on their expectations of their own role in relation to
that structure, on their expectation as to the role of
others, and on their willingness to take on themselves
personal responsibility for engaging in patterns of
behaviour which are socially important. In the end the
Social Fund might best be spent, not on running courses,
but on enabling organisational and community policies to
be carried out in such a way that people learn "on the
job",

10 Summary : The Evaluation of Vocational Training
Programmes, Staff Development Programmes
and Organisational Development Programmes

The implications of what has been said in the course
of this paper for the evaluation of vocational training,
staff development, and organisational development pro-
grammes may now be summarised.

(I) There is an urgent need to focus more explicitly on
the sort of qualities with which we have been pri-
marily concerned, that is to say on human resource
competencies, on motivational dispositions.

0
(II) Since these qualities involve a values component,

any attempt tb foster them more effectively must be
based on better research data on the personal and

consequences of people possessing, or not
pos essing, these characteristics when these people
live and work in different institutional structures.

(III)If we are to develop effective ways of assessing
:these qualities we must pay attention to the fact
that it is their self-initiated, spontaneous, nature
which it is most important to assess. The critical
feature of these qualities is not so much whether
the individual can engage in thenfas whether he
tends to do spontaneously. We mut think of them as
motivational dispositions. The methods to be used
to assess them are.therefore the methods appropriate
to assessing motivational dispositions. There is

9 4ti-
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0,

the'vefore a great need fOr a substantial incr6ase
in investment in research and development in this
areA.

-5'

(IV) Means of assessing these qualities are essential,
notnly in order to evaluate vocational training
f)rogrammes, :general education Programmes., and
staff and organisational development programmes.

'They are eesential pre-requisites if anty,ofle whose

work impinges on, or involves, these qudt-ities, is
to be.Able to pay attention to them. In/other
words, it is elssentilal to develop means of asses-
sing these -qualities if teachers, pupils, instruc-
tor8,students, personnel managers or organisational
develOment consultants are to get recognition for
their efforts in the direction of fostering these
qualitaes, encouraging their staff to display them,
developing regional policies which will encourage
them, or taking their existence and development
into acCount in social work.Withoub.metisureS of
these qualities all these groups of people will pay
attention to the qualities which are assessed, less
important though they may really be. It will be

- only for fostering these that they will get reco-
gnition, _and these less important qualities alone
will figure in the research studies on which policy

based and in the discussions of hdrd-nosed poli-
cy makers who are only prepared to talk about real
(ie detectable) qualities, rather.than the numbo-
jumbo of trick cyclists.

(V) It is not even possible to assess the long term.
effects of vocational training, general education,
or staff or organisational develOpment programmes
directed toward these goals.without measures of
these qualities. Without such measures,,the effects
of trdining programmes will be inextricably bound
uOwith the effects of the social eelectidand
placement function performed by educational creden-
tials. To carry out an effective long term evalua-
tion one must first be able to detect short teem

0 dUferences.
, .

(VI) The long term consequences of people possessing, or
not possessing, these qualities will vary markedly
with the nature of the institutional structure.in
which the individuals live and work. The evaluation
of training programmes directed toward fostering
these qualities therefore implies th--development
and use of.better indices of the nature of the _
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institutional structures in which individuals live
andlwork.

(VII)The most eftVtive way of fostering these qualities
may in fact be-through the use of carefully struc-
tured staff development, community de4elopment, and
regional development programmes. To be effectiv.p
these programmes would have to be explicitly desi-
gned to place people in situations in which they
would develop.these qualities,kand whi,ch would
encourage them to engage in. relevant styles of
behaviour. Thisopossibility should be carefully
,studied in any research programme which might be
initiated.
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(c)THE INTRODUCTION OF THE CZRTIFICATE OF PRACTICAL SKILL

A Case-study--

(a) Background

It has been the consistent policy of the Ministry
of National Education, which is responsible for vocatio-
nal t:raiiiing, to give our co=try

(1) a modern educational system,i.e. a diversified and
graded system permitting both the best possible pidance
of trainees and the best possible general and vocational
training according to the actual needs and the employment
prospects of our national economy.

. A serious effort has been made to base as much voca-
tional training as possible in the schools and to coordi-
nate the various types of training clearly and systemati-
cally. With the consent and cooperation of the trade
chambers and both sides of industry the Minister of
Education ha's'completely and systematically reorganized
the training programmes with the following aims :

(1) to raise the general standarci of professional
4 qualification and increase the technical_capacity

of the candidates

(2) to guarantee at the same time a humane, social and
cultural training for our semi-skilled and skilled
workers

(3) to allow continuous vocational and social advance-
ment of the candidates

(4) to keep up with,the increase in technical knowledge
in all fields,Oich calls for new qualifications,
more extensive)training for aid professional acti-
vity and a more subtle and wider range of functions
and levels of training.

The role of vocation4 training appears in a com-
pletely new light :

- firstly it has-to provide future craftsmen and skilled
workers with solid basic training on several levels ;

(1) Luxembourg
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- secondly tr'ain'ecs must be classified according to their
prospects bnd their ambitions ;

- lastly vocational training must be used to the full: to
guarantee success to yOung people in their chosen
career by giving them the best possible training for
their profession.

This obviously means that two requirements of a
modern economy clash with each other at school level

(a) growing demand for technical knowledge (qualitative
1 requirements)

(b) demand for a i21reasing number of skilled workers
(quantitative requirements).

The number of failures has in fact increaped with
the growing intellectual demand on trainees. One effect
of the reorganization of technical and vocational trai-
ning has thus been to limit the number of trainees who
meet these new demands. This is obviously in the inte-
rests of neither the economy (increasing need ,for
qualified workers) nor of the trainees and their parents
(social ambitions).

(b) Aims
. -

There can be no doubt that children vary naturally
in their intellectualtand practical ability. Should a
Minister of Education therefore concentrate on a pro-
gxessive system of training (which may even be called
avant-garde in certain respects,'an elitistli.e. a
,highly intellectual system and completely. ignore those,
who can.no longer keep up with the more demanding new
system altVugh they have the necessary practical skill ,
for carrying out a.given profession ,Decause they lac0146,,
the ability to assimulate the theoltical abstract
knoWledge relating to it ?

We feel that a Ministry responsible for the educat
tion of.the whole country is under an obligation to seE
up methods of training schools and institutes for deve-
loping the quality of the population as,a whole, inclu7
ding the physically and mentally handicapped, and not
merely he intellectual-elite.

. . . .

,

And it would be extremely strange if there Were no
room in the multitude of vocatiogal training methods for
a,method of developing practical skills, mallual.

.06
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intelligerfce and skills for certain profossions which
requireno fancy abstracttheoreti,c41 knowledge.

Should pupils who cann meet the new demand be
simply sent home, dismissed om our achools after-a
painful struggle from failu e to failure without any
qualification, when our economy and especdally the craft
trades are crying out for labour ? The Ministry of
Education, in agreement with'the 'Chamber of Trade, has
therefore decided to divide craft apprenticeship into.

. two systems : an overall system leading to the certiifi-
e4. cate in vocutional skills (CAP) and a practical system

leading to the certificate of practical skill (CCP).

(c) Training programme

. The new method of training was introduced in 1969/70.

A. The normal method leading to the CAP passes through
the centres of teChnical and vocational edubation and
consists of a joint seventh year at thecage of twelVe
(after six years of primary education), an eightayear
which serves as a observation period and a ninth year
when the actual Vocational training begins: The follo-
wing sections 4re already in operation : metal, wood-
workine painting, hairdressing, clothingtrade, building'
trade, food industry and graphic art (printing and
photogaaphy).

At the end of this preparatory stage, trainees take
an examination and then go on to the apprenticeship
proper. The examination is divided into a.general
theoretical section and a vocational section consisting
of vocational theory and practical training in the pro-
fegsion chosen. School marks account for a third of
the results.

4 nees who pass both parts of the examination
have thei apprenticeship reduced by six months to one
year, depenjiing on the trade.

During the apprenticeship itself.their vorcational
theory is reduced to four hours.la;, week for two.years if
they have chosen a three year 2-76rrenticeship and for
three years in the case of a three plus two or four year
apprenticeship.

Trainees who pass only the vocational part of the .

examination also have their apprenticeship reduced, but
must in addition to the four hours of vocationaitheory.

<, 9
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attenu refresnpr couv.;e2 in general education so that
they can repeat this,p_art of the examination.

Trainees who pass only the general part of the
examination can either repeat the whole year or begin a
normal apprenticeship. Together with trainees ,coming
from continuation courses they.attend special classes
in vocational theory (four hours a:week) during the fl'irst

year of their apprenticeship, .so,'ihat they'can repeat, the

vocational .part of the, transitionfl examination. If they
succeed they will follov the normal classes but will be
.one yeur'behind their year of apprenticeship. Trainees
.who fail the whole examination can either repeat the
last year orThegin a conventional apprenticesni. In
this cuse,lhey, tpgether with trainees come

,from the/Continuation classes- have specia classes in
vocational theory (four hours a week) and receive general
educTatipn in their spare time so that they can take the
whole of the transitiOnal examination'ugain.

In future.all candidates for the CAP will have to
have paLr;::ea this transitional examination.

Trainee appr6ntices in the accompanying classes
preparing for CAP (10th, llth and sl2th year of part-time
education) mus.t pass an exaMination, before continuing.
If they fail they may either,:

(a) repeat the year which will automatically,extend
their apprenticeship contract by a corresponding
pe'riod ;

(b) or transfer to the training for the CCP which will
allow them, .to pass on to the f'Qllowing year.

The examination in vocational theory at the end of
the apprenticeship will cover only the syllabas for the
last school year.

In order to improve boordination between school and
workshop, the examining boards will act as supervisor:y
committees for each brunch. In addition representatives
of the-schools will sit on the committees sAat up to
assess the results in the examination in voCational
the.Ory and the ppLactical examinations at the end of the'
aPprenticeship. .. lo

Apprenticeship leadinglpo the CAP is intended for
raih'ees who are sufficiently intelligent to absorb and
assimilate theoretical knowledge, a,nd to allow_them to



continue their studies to obtain higher qualifications.
It is the normal basis far qualifying as a master and,
under certain conditions,.as a technician or even an
engineer.

It should be emphasized that the ninth year is the
first year of a system of apprenticeship which gives
successful trainees the fdllqwing advantages :

1 - a's they begin this year of study after eight years
of primarY school, they finish their vocational
training six months or.one year earlier than appren-
tices who.begin after they leave school ;

2 they obtain a solid basic training for a whole group
of careers which will make it easier to learn one of
this group and to change jobs later if n6cessary ;

3 the general level of education in this and subsequent
years is higher and therefore more profitable to the
trainee than the level of the accompanying classes.

An apprenticeship along these lines is also possible
for trainee salesmen, storemen and decorators.

B r Conventional apprenticeship leading to the CCP.

Apprentices who choose this method are attracted by
direct entry into prafessional life.for socio-economic
reasons or because they are not adapted to the traditio-
nal school system. In principal the CCP is only an
immediate outlet into working life. It is basisally
intended for less gifted trainees or those who do not
wish to receive theoretical training beyond what is abso-
lutely essential for a good workman.

Apprentices are hormally recruitea among pupils
coming from .complementary educationsand those in vocatio-
nal training who have failed the examination leading to
the CAP. In addition classes will be organized to allow-
gifted pupils to transfer to an apprenticeship leading
to the CAP.

Apprentices intending to obtain the CCP rilat sign
a normal contract of apprenticeship for the chosen career.
The accompanying courses will be o anized taking the
career inuo .,!ccount in order to tea h the trainee voca=:
tional tneory in a concrete fashion. They will be uga-
nized by a Foup of firms, by.chambers of trade or by
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the Ministry of Education either as weekly codrses (day-
release system) or as periods of theoretical training
covering several weeks a year (block-release system).
The practical part of the final examination for the CCP
will be at the same level as that for the CAP but the
examination in vocational theory will be combined with
the practical part.

Special classes will be organized in order to allow
holders of the CCP to take the theoretical examinations
at a later date and thus obtain the CAP.

This method of training meets the economy's need
for skilled workers and also meets the social need. It
allowsthe recruitment of a necessary and useful labour
force and at the same time gives manually gifted young
people a suitable vocational opportunity.

Train_Lng leading to the CCP is therefore a complete
and coherent method of training meeting all the demands
on which our concept of vocational training are based,
by which we mean apprenticeship and the assimilation of
specific knowledge, regardless of their nature and
which a person must acquire in order to enter vocational
life or to improve himself.

The CCP gives this specific knowledge : the practi-
cal exa4Knation is the same as that for the CAP, and the
theoretieal knowledge necessary for good work is also
examined but not in an abstract bookish form.

Furthermore the CCP a stage towards the CAP.
The candidate may at any 6ivPli moment expand his theore-
tical studies in order to obtain the CAP. Evening
classes for this purpose began in 1974.

The CCP is an innovation in the field of vocational
qualifications. It aro_se from three baic preoccupations
of the Ministry of Education :

(a) to meet the increased need Cor highly skilled workers
and thus to reorganize the eAP and the master's
certifir.lte ;

(b) to meet the need for large numbers'of good workmen ;

(c) allow as many young people as possible to obtain a
vocational qualification giving them appropriate
chances in their chosen career.

4 2
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The CCP should be seen as the culmination of a
normal training period in the first degree of a'real
vocational qualification,.

A diplomanormally f,urnishes proof of a normal
training. The'value of a man on the labiour market de-
pends on his qualifications:

It is therefore in the worker's own interest tO
obtain a diploma, especially oneapproved by the State.
Many of the less gifted find tht impossible because the
level of knowledge required is out of their reach.

Regardless of his talent, it appears normal that
every man looking for a vocational qualification must
be able to obtain a diploma, provided.he makes an effort.

There must however be final or intermediary diplo-
mas at every level of knowledge or skill. For this
reason we divide each level into stages, each with its
own certificate or diploma. The stages ih vocational-
qualification in Luxembourg are as follows :

1. -certificate of practical skill (CCP)

2.(a). certificate of vocational skill (CAP)

(b) certificate of vocatiOnal education (BEP) equiva-
lent to the CAP but obtained after a completely
college-based training

3.(a) master's' certificate

(b) technician's certificate

Engineer's diploma.

(d)'Control of results

Before the CCP was introduced betwee4 36 and- 48% of
all trainees failed their final. examination.

The percentage:of failures was reduced by 25% in
1970, 18% in 1971, 11% in 1972, 32% in 1975 and 31% in
1974.

Objections-tO the CCP fall into three main groups :

z1
) 'The CCP is a,.Method of training on the cheap by

which the capitalist bosses can easily exploit an
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untrained labour force.

One may reply to this that the opposite is
true - which would moreover explain the bitter op-
position of .certain "capitalist bosses". Two things
are possible if we do not introduce the CCP :

either we lower the requirements and standard of the
CAP (which is agains.t our views : we want to.obtain-
and the trainees themselves demand it - complete
equality between the CAP and the,,final examination
from full-time schooling). In order to obtain this,

4 the level of the CAP must be raLsed ; either we
leave 40 to 50 % of our young people without any
vocational qualification ending in an official di-
ploma.or we introduce'a new stage.

Obviously an unqualified worker can be more
easily exPloited than a man with an official
diploma (CCP).

In modern vocational training there is no dis-
tinction between the elite and theMtheTs. There
are only long and short periods of trainin.

(II) By introducing the CCP the Ministry of EducatiOn isr
neglecting and abandoning the cultural eddcation of
a large number of our young people who-are equally
entitled to.general education. .

This argument is not valid since all trainees ,

studying for the CCP have had at least 9 years of
general education, 6 years of primary education
and 3 years of complementary education in which ge-
neral subjects occupy a large part of the timetable.
We must also reject any argument insinuating that
our primary school teachers are incapable of giving

valid general educatiOn.

Voluntary day and evening courses are available
to-all those who wish to complete their general
education.

----Our aim i to .allow aIl-those-aith- restricted-
powers of assimilation to obtain at least'a minT.Mum
vocational qualification.

The CCP is the only way in which some children
of foreign workers can.obtain a vocational qualifi-
cation becaUse their lack of knowledge of German and
French prevents them at f,irst from following the
theoreticril education. When they have obtained this
knowledge they can later take evening classes and
obtain the CAP.
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(III)The final argument and the only one which really
worries us, concerns th attitude of young people
and their tendency to choose the easier option if
tney have the choice between two methods of appren-
ticeship.

Some young people probably do think like this.

It should, however, also be considered that
the parents also have their own views and we have
noted that parents tend to make their children go
in for the longest period of training leading to
the highest qualification. There is always a gre,t
fuss if a child has Co be removed from a class be
cause he is unable to keep up. We have therefore
decided that trainees taking the CCP should first
of all follow the CAP class and not be admitted to
the CCP except if the school board so <Advises.

The introduction of the CCP'thus appears a lo-
gical conclusion for the boncept applied when tech-
nical and vocational education was reformed. It is
purely and simply the corollary of the raising of
the level of the CAP, the master's certificate and
the echnician's certificate:

Other possible solutions are :

(a) the CCP should be reserved for those who pass
only the practical part of.the CAP examination.
They should however, have followed all the
classes, including those in vocational theory,
for three years ;

(b) a common basis should be introduced for all
pupils until the end of compulsory schooling.

4 5
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(d)GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR ADULTS

\ .

The aim of this section is nof to describe nor to
prescribe the general objectives of voc,ational training

r
for any specific co` try. It should be emphasised.that
vocational training cannot be considered in isolation.
The general aims of ocational training can only be for-
mulated in the framework of the overall social and econo-
mic goals of the country concerned.

It follows therefore that it is not possible to
rank or assign priority to the different aims of vocatio-
nal training systems in the different members states.
This ranking can only be carried out once the social and
economic goals of the country concerned are defined.

.

However, tt should be recognised that there are
important economic and social similar'ities in our coun-
tries and that an attempt to systematise the relationshop
between these overall economic ant social goals and the
goals of vocational training may be useful.

I shquld perhaps stress that by general objectives
I mean the Overall aims and objectives of the total voca-
tional training system. By specific objectives on the
other hand, I mean the concrete aims of a particular
training course, which are specifically concerned with
the future employment of the trainee or with the situa-
tion of a particular group of trainees.

-The development of a coherent system of adult voca-
tional training is of rather recent date. If we accept
the need for a coherent system this will be.established
-by reference ,to two-factOrS. :

1) the changing structure of'the labour market

2) technological change which on the one hand diminishes
the number of jobs for unqualified workers and on the
other hand, transforms the work-situation for' the
individual worker, so that retraining becomes neces-
sary in 'order to exploit effectively new techniques,
machines and materials.

These factors which are present in all member states
are often not only considered to be important motives
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behind the vocational training of adults but indeed to
be the onlv ones. That is, the general objectives of
vocational. training are

1) to fight unemployment which will occur if training is
not carried Out

2) to produce a labor -foCe which is able to carry out
the new techniques called for.

With only these objectives it may be possible to
reduce tra'thing to short practical courses with a rather
narrow content and aiming.directly at the exist.ing em-
ployment outlet. The fUlfillment of the objectives
mentioned, to fight unemployment and to produce a labor
"force adapted to the hew techniques is of course neces-
sary but lt may be asked whether these objectives seen
from the viewpoint of both the labor market and society
are really sufficient to ensure effective vocational
training.

It is generallY accepted, I believe, that the chan-
ges which are occuringon the labor market are not iso-
lated phenomena but that they are, together with a number.'
uf other phenomona, symptoms of a more general transfor-
mation which characterises and will continue to characte-
rise our society. For many.. decades we have experienced
changing conditions both for the individual anAlor
society, altered ecOnomics and'cocial relation norms
and attitudes which seem to change oyer a few yea s.
It would seem neither rational nor effective to y to
deal with the structural and teChnological chan which
are taking,placc in thc labour Market without at the same
time trying to co-ordinate these training arrangements
with a broader poliQ,y setling out to give the individual-.
as citizen and as employee the best framework possible
to enable him to live-and wark in a society under change.

It is my view which will be developed for-the rest
_of thattrain,ing-which is implemented only to
fight unemployment and to secure the 'labour force cur-
rently called for, will not be able to fulfill real
educational needs and thatitwitlbe ineffective this
meanc; that using different but limited resources may
produce very much_greater results.

The real educational needs which may not be felt
by the trainees themselves may be systematised under
threc headings : the vocational technical aspect : the
motivational aspect and the aspect dealing With the
individuals re14ionship to society.

4 7
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The vocationaVtechnicalaspect is concerned with the
fact that within a short period of time part of the labor
force will have to learn to use new technology offered in
a new function or in a new work situation. It is not
possible beforehand to know what requirements the indivi-
dual will have to fulfill and it must be accepted that we
have only limited foresight of the technological develop-
ments Which may ocur in the different sectors.

This, of course, emphasises the need to provide
vocational training but it also raises the major question
of whether it might be possible to limit the demand for
the individual to follow new courses if the tAtaining
would impart not only the knowledge actually needed but
also a broader knowledge of techniques and materials etc.
within the sector in which he is or will be employed.

Is it not reasonable to expect that such a broad
training may make the change to another technical pro-
cess, or to another job in the same sector more easy and
so decrease the demand for further training ?

Attempts should be made to build this broader charac-
ter into vocational training programmes and I am sure
that such programmes could be given with limited resour-
ces if the overall vocational training system is planned
with this aim.

One possible solution would be that some programme -
, modules giving knowledge of the basic technology of the

different sectors are constructed and used in combination
with the more specific programmes. It is important that
these programme - modules are co-ordinated with program-
*mes in the vocational education of the young. This may
limit the demand for resources and in the long run create
an effective and co-ordinated training system.

Many research institutes and many private firms are
working, with the motivation - problem , that is the
problem how you can involve the workers in the life of
the firm. We are very clever in the construction of
effective machinery, but experience has shown how
difficult it can be to create a working situation which
can secure our effective co-operation between workers
and machines.

You will often try to solve this motivation-problem
in two ways, either t rough job - enrichment and job-
enlargement to creat a concrete job-satisfaction, v by
various arrangement to give the workers influence on
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how th9 firm is managed..

I have had the chance to follow some practical ef-
forts of this kind in Denmark. One thing has been learnt
froM these efforts; that they call for much training and
education of all the employees. You must train to impart
the knowledge for job-rotation and for instance making
local procedures of control. You must educate in order
to give the necessary formation of the technique-for'--
co-operation and for creating a positive attitude towards
co-operation.

If this work on the motivation problem is to develop
rather thanvcontinue at the level of inte'resting expe-
riments, the experiences show us that it may be a great
help, if we, in the vocational training can train on a
broader scale .in the technology of the sector concerned
and if we teaoh subjects which .may give a background for
a closer and more responsible co-operation in the firms.

As far as, the aspect of the individual and his
relations to society is concerned I think it is impor-
tant'to stress that the changes in societies for many
people means a general feeling of insecurity and anxiety.
It is well kr444, that an anxious and nervous person very
often will act eluite irrationally and will adapt attitu-
des which may4b4 very harmfull both to themselves and to
others.

May I point to the fact that that part of the popu-
lation which has had the least education, very often is
that group which has suffered bad.consequences of conti-
nuous changes and which - naturally enough-- feels most
insecure and anxious.

First I should like to point to that part of the
working force which is doing jobs requiring very few tech-
nical qualifications: The work itself gives no possibi-
lities for development and the lack of vocational

--qualifications gives no possibilities for changing to
another less routine job. Being employed for a long time
with a job of this sort will make it very difficult for
the individual to continue to believe in his future pos-
sibilitiea:. It is for instance very often difficult to
make these workers go to further training courses.

,

I should like next to point out that specific pro-
blem which the longer and better education of the chil-
dren to'-day may raise in relation to the grown-up,
generally less educated, part of the population. This
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problem has been called the generation gap and it may in
long run deepen the problems mentioned of the less
qualified part of the working-force. The d.4,y- may come,
when the better educated young workers.willitake the
jcts from the older workers - when the young generations
wi l give the_older generations a feeling, of helpless
inadequacy.

The vocational training system for adults gives,
some of the best opportunities to change this develop-
ment. It is however, necessary, if these possibilities
are going to be used effectively, that it is accepted
Ilt hat one general objective of the vocational training
is to try to lessen this inpact of development. The
task is difficult, but the aim must be to try to compen-
sate for the lack of knowledge of their own situation
in society.

I have mentioned some in my opinion very important
4motives for giving vocational training a broader tech--
nical content and at the same time for teaching subjects
dealing with co-operation and with society. These
motives must,even of the attainment of effect will no
,doubt bt- very difficult to assess,influence the general
objectives of vocational training for adults.

Societies will in the future be characterised by
continuous change on the technical/economic and social/
political fields ; and societies will, I believe,
experience ever.growing difficulties unless they create
opportunities for individual personnel development -
this being one necessary condition for the individual to
fulfill the,requirements of changes in society.

The pace of change is - whether we understand or
not - a dynamic process. One condition to manage this
process is that man gets opportunities according to his
rich potentialities.

History shows exampLes of societies which where not
able to solve such a problem and very often the way has
been opened for destructive forces.

Alvin Toffler quotes in his book A Future Shcok an
old worker who says "I,wish to know something about the
future, I wish to die an educated man."

5 0
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(e) THE MATCHING OF TRAINING WITH

JOB OPPORTUNITIES .11\1 FRANCE#

Technological instruction and vocational training
difer from acadpmic education in that they provide
instruction for a specific activity. In most, cases-this
Rude of specialization is achieved by more or less in-
tense training on the job. In this,connection, technical
schools in France have for long set the pace. But
whether training was provided in school or on the job,
the goals of teaching programmes have so far been rela-
tively satisfactory introduced by more or less direct
collaboration between training schools and enterprises.

, Two recent phenomena have however called for a reapprai-
sal of this relatively simple method of training the
working population.for various occupations.

Firstly, the development of mass edugation in
school and university in the 1960s extended the problem -
of adapting-training to the needs of the economy and
Society.

Secondly, economic growth and technical progress
make it impossible to confine training to the reproduc-
tion of known socio-cultural models. On the contrary
training must anticipate Medium or long-term trends.

Thus in relation to the'two developing spheres,
training and employment, the problemof adapting training
to employment has ariSen in the Community countries,
both as regards quantity and.quality. This problem
which has been felt most intensely in the field of
instruction for the professions is tending to spread
to the entire training system for young people 4nd adtlts.

This question cannot be considered without knoWing.
the 6bjective links between training and employment,
varied as they both are. The Centre francais'd'études
'et de racherches sur-les-qualifications (CEREQ),-a public,-
institution with an interministerial task, responsible

,
to the Ministries of Education and Labour, has been
working since 1971 to improve and develop a system to
provide such information.

Starting wi,th the limitations of macro-economic ana-,
lysis in this field, an indication of the direction

5 1
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of main research under way.to improve diagnosis could be
useful with reference to the work of the seminar.

I - STATISTICS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

4

A - The (14 trcit, of the adaptatiOn of training to
emplaNiviint was first treated from the macrd-
wnoip,c,,angle

*stage is particularly well illustrated in JN1'
F. by the forecasting methbds used for employment in-
*eParing_the IV, V and VI Economic Equipment and DeVe-
lopment

Plan IV (1960-1965) The first attempt to assess the
, development of emplo3iment according to qualifica-

tions.

Tool : unofficial conversion grid using the nomenclature
of individual activities and the six levels of qua-
lification defined by period of studies (use of the
work done by SVIMEZ (Association for the development
of Northern Italy) Rome 1960 ; definition of trained
personnel requied by the Italian economy,tin 1975).

Plan V (1965-1970) In 1966 a statistical committee was
set up to determine the numbers of trained persons in
relation to the needs of the -economy.

Tool : a conversion grid using the nomenclature of occu-
pations and the national vocational training-nomen-

, clature.

Plan (1970-1975) A specialised planning committee for
vocational training was set up.

Tool : further deveiopment of toolsmentioned abbve and
coordination.with the central economic data system.

B : The limits of this approach are essentially due
to the material used and the difficulty of inter-
preting the results which it yields.
1. The data used on training and employment is made

up of :

a) as far as concerns employment, essentially.

k
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1) Population statistics which at each census give the
,

distribution of working population according to a
nomenclature defined in 1947, revised in 1954, which
uses 12000 terms for SctivIRLies classified under
1000 tYpical occupations.

CriticisM : The nomenclature is obsolescent and
ficult to bring up to date ;

individual statements are relatively
unreliable.;

the lack of any job description.

2) The annuaTUçy by the Ministry of Labour on the
distribution o ;employment by qualification in enter-
pri'ses emplo ng 10 employees or more, using a nomen-
clature of 300 jobs ;

Criticism : vari'able field of survey ;

interpretation by the enterprises of a
nomenclature based on convention.

b) for training :

1) Statistics on training inputs and outputs, which have
been developed in considerable detail over the last
ten years, for initial training since 19°QL, for adylt
training since 1966.

2) Classified according to a national nomenclature dis-
tinguishing six levels,and 47 groups .ofwdifferent
types.of training (1).

Criticism : identification of Oputs and outputs ac-
=. cording to a formal description of trai-

ning courses and the nomenclature used in
°certificates.

I . A statistical comparison of trdining resources and
available employment o:Ily allows for a very limited
understanding of the adequacy of training facili-
t,ies (2).

c (1) Dossier n° 8 of the Centre d'5tudes et de Recherches
sur les Qualifications, April 1974, La Documentation
frangai'se

(2) Dossier n°4 of CEREQ: Les possibilités d'emploi selon
les formations acquises dans les formations initiales,
June 1972, La Documentation française

LJP
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Example :-figures for France for 1968-1975

(annual average)

..,

..

employment
prospects
(without
mobility)

,

job

qualifications
available
(schools
universities)

,

and

in'000's % in'0000's %

Levels,I and II 88.3 14.7 67.5 9.9

Leve.ls III and IV 158.6 26.5 114.4 16.7

.cm ,

Level I 225.1 37.5 303.3 44.3

Total 472.0 485.2

Level VI 127.2
.

21.3 \199.5 29.1

TOTAL 599.2 100 684.7 100

Criticism :

(a) it is necessary to consider large aggregates, e.g. ,
t e addition of resources and requirements at
vels IV and III for technicians and senior tech-

nicians.

(b) it isNimpossible to take into account the phenomena
of mobility 1

- within the working population, particularly from
the point of vfew of job advancement and the ope-
ration of the labour market inside enterprises ;

- at the time of transition from training to employ-
ment (utilization of acquired knowledge, level at
which employed, recruitment policy of firms);

(c) it provides no information on'the relevance of the
content of training course's to employment (knowledge

V.
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acquired as opposed to required).
.

Thus technicians at level IV are at pvese
defined with reference .() the technician's dipl

These limitations of Macro-economic analysi
are even more marked with regard to adult vocational
training. In,this case the job_opportunities deppnd
on :

- the decision whether to employ a young person just
qualified or an,adu/t ;

- the inclusion of a training course at an appip-
% p/itate stage as a real career possibility ;

the,at times,very delicate assessment of the
specialization or further training required ;

- the ability of the adult to adapt to a,situation
new to himself and his family ;

- the,,vulnerability of the labour market to,changes
in tlae economic situation.

-"But it mAy safely be assumed that diagnosis of the
adaptation of adult vocational training programmes only
calls for the colle'etion and processing of more complex
data than that needed for the short guidance period of
initial training giv n to young people.

II - THE SEARCH,-FOR NEWANALYSIS AND
FORECASTING,INSTRUMENTS

.
14

-qn FranCe an effOrt has.ben made to improve the
links between training and employrunt and, to dr4w con-
clusion in the three,following'J.lay76:4mprOve basic
information .C,

find methods to forecast erriployment trends ;

-

determine teachi:.g coals correspbnding to-occupations.

A. -Improvement of basic information on actual working
conditions and job mobility -A .

1 - Le repertoire françaia des EMplois (1) (French
directory of occupations). Since.1974 F,ran.ce has'

(1)_CEREQ bulletin N° 1R

56
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been developing a national system to identify and
describe occupations corresponding to typical jobs
and intends to continue this in the future. Moti-
vated by the same concern as that which produced
the English Classification of Occupations and
Directory ef Occupational Titles, CODOT, or the
American Dictionary of Occupational Titles, DOT,
this effort :

(a) involves 30.000 surveys of businesses between
1974 and 1978? organized by CEREQ and carried
out by 9 inter-regional centres created through
the association of the University and the
employment offices ;

(b) uSes a ystem of identification common to all
occupations, each sign making it possible to
calculate the distance from one occupation to
another ;

( ) makes_provision for the codification and recor-
ding by computer of the data collected ;

adds to the job description information on the
way of access to a post7and particularly on
training received by the holder of the post.

2 Job mobility (1)

(a) Up to now it has only been possible to analyze the
phenomena of job mobility in Fraillee very roughly,
mainly by means of a national survey called "Trai-
ning; qualification, advanCement" of a sample of
individuals.

(b) In onAer tc jiscover worinL behaviour associated
with vocatpr :1 "E.E.Q; :

in the la:= ur year::; ha:7 71a.e a series of natio-
nal surve:-3 :_-2cess'to employment
after com etio i _:Ifferent -Lypes of training

(1) Bibliothèque - CEREQ - n° "L'analyse
des qualificatns et les cla=zifications d'emplois-
Septembre 1973 - :ses rnentation frangalse
29,31 quai Voltair PARIS CEDEX 07.
Bulletin n° 16
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relating to : skilled workeD:J, technicians (I),
senior technicians (2), students ;

in 1975 set up.a permanent observation system of
levels at which employment takes place and career
paths which will gradually be extended to adult
training courses.

B. Review of methods of forecasting employment with
qualifications

The aim is to situate the occupations of men and
women in the system of constraints which governstheir
activities. The unit observed is the socio-techni&ql
system constituted by the enterprise which through its
organisation determiries the distribution of work and the
tasks of the manpower employed.

Tool : Previous models were improved and linked to the
central economic accounts.

B. This approach is limited mainly by the materials used
and the difficulty of interpreting the results pro=
duced.

I. The information on training and employment consisted
of :

The employment structures of sub-groups and groups
of varying size in a given economic branch (mechanical
engineering, chemicals, construction ...) have been
described. They are as far as possible associated with
the analysis of aifferent factors of development : tech-
nical, social, economic. Areas of change,-,are thus high-
lighted and sufficiently defined to make possible statis-
tical checks using surveys by sealed questionnaires sent
to representative samles of enterprises. The occupations
of computer and automation specialists managers ; the
technical building trades have been,surveyed iR this way.

(1) CEREQ dossier n° 5, "Acces'a la vie professionnelle-
enseignement technologique LOng"

(2) CEREQ dossier n° 7, "L'Accès a la vie professionnelle
a la sortie des Instituts universitaires de techno-
logie".
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C. Aims of trainina, in the light of the analysis of
work situations

It is difficult to determine th ATItionship
between training and.emplOyment, because apart from the
difficulties of forecasting mentioned earlier, there is
no direct of simple link between job requirements and
training content.

In the belief that a traihing contains just as im-
portant an element of personal creativity and adaptation
as does professional work, research in France has not
adopted a determinist and inflexible approach in which
the training programme would simply be a transfer or
reproduction of the skills required in an occupation.
The task which aris3n is therefore to analyse work
.situations in such a way that the tr'ainer may identify
the occupational aims to which his programme and teaching .

methods should be adapted. .

In this connection the CEREQ may be considered to
have had sufficient experience with an original method
of observation of work to be able to undertake the next
phase of systematic observations associated with projects
to reform the education of young people or adults. The
method roughly consists of the following steps :

- in the enterprise regarded as a socio-technical system,
to selecta stage in which a project (product or service)
is processed or prepared by an identifiable team ;

- analyse the activities of this team ;

- translate these activities into language ;

- determine the knowledge brought into play in the utili-
zation of this language.

As shown by a study carried out jointly with the
Association pour la Formation professionnelle des Adul-
tes (AFFA), it is essential tha t./7.'

Ai
the ainer, should

collaborate in the preparation nd formulation of the
conclusions so that he can carry out his own task of defi-
ning the educational requirements. Furthermore, it is
clear that training programmes associated with the spe-
cific policy of a firm must be adapted more elosely to
that firm's general aims.
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However, the salient point is that this type of
research on the skills actually used in an occupation,
has cast direct doubt on the traditional division
betweeff general and specialized education. Furthermore,'
this functional analysis of the division of tasks spe-
cific to an organization has exploded the craft concept,
this being all the more pronounced the higher the level
of qualifications and positions.

The new instruments of knowledge being tested by
CEREQ, go beyond a general macroeconomic analysis and
are intended to serve a more qualitative and selective
training and employment policy.

III - DIAGNOSIS OF ZMBADANCES AND PREPARATION
OF SELECTIVE PROGRAMMES

. e

Neither eMployment data nor eConomic forecasts are
sufficient to enable the educator so to define qualita-
tive and quantitative training requirements, that the
programming and planning of training will follow more or
lens-of their own accord. This illusion must be con-
demped because it still continues to affect attitudes
and even policies.

Moreover regardless of the scope and pace of change
in our societies not everything changes at the same t,ime.

The primary concern of a coordinated training and
employment policy must thdrefore be to prevent or correct
the imbalances that can always arise in a free economy.
For this reason early warning signals are important for
thoseresponsible for public or private social welfare
programmes.

A. Definition of indicators of effgctiveness of training
on the labour market

On the assumption that a given training is effective
from the economical and social point of view if it gives
normal access to"an equivalent post, observation of the
effects of training on the labour market takes oh impor-
tance. Using the various surveys oh the placing of
graduates, the CEREQ has pinpointed some significant
indicators (1) such as :

(1) CEREQ, Typed document, June 1974
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- rate of activity at the time of the survey

- time spent seeking first employment (immediate
employment in less than one month, or more than six
months)

- geographical mobility (percentage
outside the training region)

- extent of correspondence between the training given
and the post obtained

- levels of remuneration (average by speciality, sex,
region ; distribution by income bracket)

- occupational classification of the first job

- distinction between permanent employment or interim
jobs.

of activities Zound

On the basis of these preliminary analyses, a series
indicators which are simple but significant in combina-
tion, is being prepared, regarding the effectiveness of
a training in relation-to actual needs. It will be
systematically applied to successive batches of trained
persons beginning in 1975.

B. Preparation of selective programmes'
,

Whether concerned with the systematic detection, of
imbalances between training and employment or with more
refined studies seeking to coordinate the two 'rends,: v

the programmes are intended tloreinforce. the instruments ...!'

of economic, adjustment with;Imke, specific aged Ifai--re ...i-.:., 4

ching'operations affectingIA:e,aua'l stt'uctures of '.:.

qualiTications, namely the,4stributiOn of skil,s throUgh,
tne'.populationand the diA1'71JDution,of tasks in entert '.

prises..,POur type.'sof prograMMeS. exIn -be distiQguiShed :,
,

,y ..
,7,

1 , ....4. t,
]), Sector4r prograMmes-.. ,

They call 1nt40, questIon both industrialApo. Icy,.
i.s'!tfie 'ciistrilbLiti,on af wox'k associated With the efti- .

. ployMent itruatui4,..in i,ccordance with te in,pe,rna-=
.tional. divitkionof la13,6u, andOtrategiefor '

nd .sociaPAnn. ations. The task '

0-ler,9A06q, definettraini peiogrammg-s for availatl \
'or empipe:ped'm npowerwhi o suld ralcilitate transitifui
.fromtOrres nt s*uatrio ta thp desired. 4.tuatiqn,./
while Weguarding .jobbseculirty and soci progr74.,:'

, (',-fe -.

u, ,.., \
:.
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2) Regional programmes

The difference here is that the location of enter-
prises and the characteristics of the local popula-
tion are an additional source of at times sporadic
imbalances, in situations where occupational mobility
is incomplete.

3) Programmes for particular groups

In planning training programmes for women, young
men and young women and physically handicapped per-
sons, additional constraints will have to be taken
into consideration.

4) Programmes for enterprises

In this case it is assumed that all the instruments
linking training to employment are subjected to the
company goals.

It is clear from the foregoing ,technical analysis
that company strategy is the key to adapting training
to employment.

For a long time technology and its develoPment has
been regarded as the prime factor in determining qualifi-
cation requirements that are met by suitable adjustment&
in vocational training. But all the research made in
France tends to restore technology to its true place as
one of the factors of production.

Certainly technological evolution has a widespread
impact on the volume of the population employed in the
various production sectors, by making different uses of
qualifications depending on the machinery or processes
utilized. But the entrepreneur is constantly having to
consider whether if he introduces a newAechnique he will
be able to make use of the skills of the manpower avai-
lable to him. The widely differing conclusions reached
in such cases under satisfactory conditions of competi-
tion on the market show that the margin of initiative
is unexpectedly wide. This aspect of the problem deser-
ves attention at a time when both the qualifications of
the population have evolved consideray as a result of
changes in the educational system and may be still

6 1
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further changed through lifelong e&ication, and when
the constraints on our production system are increasing
the pressure to develop technical and organizational
solutions to labour problems which will make the best
.of the skills and abilities that a population or nation
May have or may acquire.

7
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(V) TRAINING FOR VERSATILITY

Ba2kgrdund-

,The project concerns the training of young sewing
machinists in the clothing industry.

Due to chaAges in market conditions, the lengths
of production runs is decreasing and the variety of
styles is increasing.

This'creates needs for different kinds of skills
to those developed by conventional training systems.

These demands are imposing strains on organisations
and are believed to be largely responsible for higher

labour turnover, recruitment difficultiesincreasin
labour costs.and problems of work organisation. It._

also implies that conventional training has lost

validity.

These problems highlight the need for re-defined
training objectives and methods and, above all, for a
soundly based internal evaluation of training.

Part of the background to this project is more
theoretical, but is vital to the conception of the pro-

blem. Our-experiences have led us to assume that certain

aspects of the organisational cilmate are likely to

affect the development and utilisation of versatility

in the labour force. Furthermore, it appears that these
climatic factors may be more potent than either the sim-
ple effects of' a training scheme or even the particular

form of production organisation. The evaluation of
training therefore cannot be designed Without these
factors being taken into account.

The Project

After some preliminary development of training
.ideas, training schemes of comparable designs were im-
plemented in two different clothing firms. The broad
objectives were to develop versatility and self-organi-

sation of work groups.

The most important differences between the firms

were :
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Firm A , Firm B

Location Rural* Urban

Size Small Medium

Variety High Medium -

Product Ladies fashion Chil:rens outer
garments garments

Management style Adaptive Inflexible

General ability High Average
of recruits

In addition to developing the operator training
scheme, the project also had the following purposes :

(1) To validate predi-ctors of versatility and group-
working potential for the purposes of selection.

(2) To re-define the.role of supervision so as to
facilitate maximum development of group autonomy.

(3) To develop courses for instructresses and super-
visors to prepare them for their re-defined roles.

(4) To develap the broadest methods of assessment of4
production performance.

Operator Training

The leanning objectives of the operator training
scheme were :

At the end,of the course, trainees should have the
,willingness and ability to -

. cope with a variety of unfamiliar operation,s

. require decreasing periods of re-training

. minimise production losses due to change over to
new operations

. work within a self-organising production group
of machinists.

6 4
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The assumptions underlying the training design were:

the basic skill of versatility concerns the
development of favourable attitudes to work,
group-working and self-organised learning

the learning envirohment must facilitate and
support trainees in the development of thise
attitudes

learning objectives must be clearly stated for
each operation to be mastered

f,

the style of instruction must be Learner orien-
tated and have "counselling" characteristics.

Instructress Training

The objectives of the instructress/supervisor trai-
ning Course were :

(1) To promote the establishment of "counselling relation-
ships" with trainees.

(2) To promote the introduction c3f opportunities for
"self-organisation".

The training me&od is based on the systematic
examination of "Training Events" by instructresses and
supervisors, the hypothesis being that, by examining
these products of their own attitudes, they would be
able to see the possibility of alternative attitudes.
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CHAPTER 3

EVALUATION WITHIN THE TRAINING
PROGRAMME

(a) An Overview

Introduct..ion

In the previous ch,ap'ter the various factors - social
and economic policy, manpower objectives - which result
in the decision to implement a training programme were
reviewed.

In this chapter we shall deal with the various ele-
ments which should 8e taken into account in designing
and evaluating the programme itself ; there exists a
comprehensive literature on teaching theory from the
field of education, on task analysis from the field Of
technology and on testing from the fields of psychology
and statistics. The problem- a recurrent one in the eva-
luation of training-is to relate the insights gained
from other disciplines to the specific situation of the
training programme and to link up these different ele-
ments in a systematic and manageble y.

Once again we introduce the mater al by means of a
diagram (2). This is an expansion of he innermost
elements of diagram 1 (p.16). Ip this section the evalua-
tion of the more important elements will be dealt with
in turn :

Task analysis

The setting of learning.objectives

- The assessment of trainees,

- The measurement of what has been learnt

- The application of teaching theory.

Diagram 2 is of course only one possible co^-ptual
framework within which the different elements can be
loc,ated. During the seminar held in Mancn?..ster one of

6 6
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A

Diagram 2

Outline of the elements involved Pi the design and evaluation of a training programme.

a,. a a MI

0.111M1

4finaaaa

Task Analysis

Learning objectives

Assessment of Trainees

Irriplement Teaching

Test Learning

"N111.'

Test Task
Performance

Learning/Teaching
Theory a a a
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the working groups adopted its own framework which is
of considerable interest and is annexed on p. 68.

The material in this section will be found to be
fairly theoretical and not easilY digestible at a first
reading. The annexed papers however donstitute clear
practicaf examples of some of the issues dealt with in
the text. In particular,section (c) may serve as a
useful simplified introduction to this chapter. This
paper gi'ves practical advice on how to evaluate a trai-
ning programme and example,F; of questionnaires used by
a group of Dutch industrialists to evaluate their inter-
nal training programmes.

Task Analysis : Problems and methoçls

Due to the degree of skille effort required for
adequate task analysis, it is ot uncommon to find a
training programme based on an analysis which was car7
ried out in the past but has been superseded by event*.
This tendency is frequently re-info,pced by a desire to
economise on training plant, thus leaving tratnees to
maste'f- skills appropriate to machinery no longer in
productive use

It often occurs that the task to be analysed is not
just that of one type of operative working with one type
of machine but rather the task of a group or category of
workers. The paper by Dr. Kemp shows the complexity
involved in carrying out a task analysis on '!industrial °

master-craftsmen . The task analysis is clearly shown
to be the prerequisite of a system of examination and of
certification and hence of access to jobs. What is at
stake, therefore,,as the paper points out is not just
the technical problems caused by task analysis but also
the problem of reconciling strong professional and eco-
nomic interests.

There is also ar4. increased interest in,adaptability
or versatility as an objective of,training. These compe-
tencies have received formal recognition but little
practical attention either in training or in the educa-
tional world.. Consequently there is little in the Way

:of formal, evaluation technique wAh respect to such fac-
:tors. Additionally, the organisational milieu in which
'they are developed is of crucial importance and this
wider perspective must therefore be included in-the,
evaluation qf training programmes.

6 8
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Analysing a task can be either a selective or a
cOmprehensive prc F,or manual tasks an exhaustive
description known ,s "Skills Analysis"(1) is frequently

. used. This entails a detailed charting of each hand
onfoot movement and the sense modalities by which they
are controlled. This type of exhaustive analysis.is
now frequently repfaced by a "critical incident" approach
which is designed to select only those factors which ma-
ke the difference between a good and a bad performance.
These are revealed by comparative observation of.good
and bad performers - partiCularly learriers. Apart trom
being more economical than exhaustive description, it
is more wi-dely,applicable,:being suitable fon managerial
and manual skills alike.

Setting learning objectives

A statement of learning objectives is useful inso-
far as it provides a clear criterion against-which to
assess .learners or provides a goal for ltarners and
trainers to aim at. The modern tendency is to lArite
"behavioural" objedtives. To qualify as "behavioural"
an objective should state

(i).What the ealrner, has to do.

(ii) Under what cvditions.

(iii) To what standards.

(c.f. Mager(2).

This approach derivPs mainly from training in tech-
nical skills an% is most suited to that form. The gain
in'precision between the following two exampLes is
obvious :

(a) Nan-behavioural -."Learn to do simple milling
operations"

. -

(b) Behavioural - Learn to :

*

(1) Seymour W.D. "Training for Manual Operations" Pitman.

(2) Mager "Setting Education Objectives".
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(i) Perform operationsx, y, z.

(ii) Using metals q, r, s.

(iii) To a specified dimensional tolerance and

a specified quality of finish.

Unfortunately, ttie validity of this type of objec-

tive has been overgeneralised. It is not always
realistic to try to be so precise about e.g. supervi-
sory training.1 In this case objectives need to be
written so as to focus attention on the topics to be
engaged, rather than as,hard criteria.

The derivation of learning_objectives from a task
analysis is via the assessment of the learner's initial

competence. This step is frequently omitted, with the
consequence that the'training programme is burdened with
unnecessary material in which the'learner_is lready

competent. To an extent, this is inevitable when groups
gf learners have to be taken as they come. But where
possible the programme should cater for significant
differtnces between learners by classified entry and/or
by adaptive programming which permit ftried starting
points (and varied paths). A fixed training period may
be a reflection only of fixed ideas and an evaluator
should watch carefu4y for the uncritical implementation
of a task analysis'as a set of learning objectives.

At this stage it has also to be . embered that the
analysis of a task maylwell yield crucial elements which
require action other than training. T.F. Gllbert has
coined the maxim "If he could do it to save his life,

it is a performance problem rather than a training pro-

blem". The distinction here i between iskiclination and

ability. There is certainly a valid point in that
certain aspects of performance may best be facilitated
by incentives, job re-structuring, equipment re-design

etc. Reference has already been made to the importance
of the organisational milieu both in defining the perfor-
mance required and in sustaining it. However the surface
distinction between training/non-training is misleading
and implies a narrow view or training itself. Inclina-
tions are also matters of learning, but no,t necessarily
of pure technical instruction. It is necessary therefore
,to make distinctions between objectives best served by
technical instruction, those best served by other kinds
'of learning and those for which alteration of work 6uon-

ditions is most suitable. Using the terminology of
J. Raven's paper (Ch.2, section b) we could express the
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distinctions as being between :

technical competencies

personal competencies/attitudes

working conditions.

A common feature of training programmes is that
they cater for the first, demand the second and ignore
the third.

The paper by M. Pearn "Wider Opportunities for
AddltsP (section e) describes a training

cou se whose-objective is not to give skifills training
a.s such,but is rathev, aimed at ensuring that when the
trainee leaves he should

(a) be motivated to seek employment

(b) be familiar with the work outlets in his area and
be realistic in his choice of jobs

(c) know how to seek, apply for and hold a job

learn to use his initiative to assess the needs of
a job and learn to perform it successfully.

TH ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES

of Test

Selection tests are frequently used and sometimes
used well. Faulty technique ip this area can reasona-
bly be held responsible fpr a'large amount of waste -
both of training .effort akd of ability.

Standard tests fall into two main groups : tests -of
ability and aptitude ; and testa of valueo such as
attitudes cr interests. (The term "test" for this latter
type of measure is particularly misleading since it
suggests "passing" and "failing", which is inappropriate-
in terms of attitudes). Ability tests themselves
sub-divide into attainment tests, which measure a
person - developed competence in a particular area (e.g.
trade t st in car mechanics) and aptitude tests which
-are desi ned to estimate a person's potential to become
competent (e.g. tests of mechanical aptitude). Intelli-
geL.2e tests attempt tp estimate a general aptitude over
a wide rant of cognitive tasks.

7 2
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Fig. 3 : Types of Tests

Tests

/Ability Value

Attainment AP'titude Personality Interest
T° profiles

Attitude
Inventories

Inventories

Interest inventories are generally used in gui-
dance, though some tentative use has been made of them
in he field of selectiOn.

Use of Tests

Because of the direct relation between training
content and test content, the attainment test is the
simplest to use. Judgements based on aptitude tests
areMore prone to error since correlations between trai-
ning performance and test score are often surprising
and unpredictable. The complexity of the relation
between test fa:tors and training performance is even
more pronounced in the case of:personality profiles or
attitude inventories.

Whichever kind of test is used, certainlbasic
procedures are necessary :

1 - Before any testing is done, a reliable And valid
criterion of task performance vvist be. stablished.
A valid test is one which is appropri,Eite-one which
in fact measures what it is supposed to measure.
Without this, testing is no more than a supersti-
tious ritual.

2 - Before tests are used to select trainees, trainees
must be used to" select the tests. For an initial
period, all those tested must be accepted, so as to
provide the necessary criterion data by which po
validate the tests. The establishment of test-
criterion relatiopships is rarely straightforward
and usually requires expert assistance.

7 2
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)3 Any change in trainee intake, or in the training
programme is liable to upset the operation of
selection tests. Periodic checks are advisable.

/

Without the kind\of data referred to here the ef-
fect of testing on a t.raining programme is as likely to
be zero or negative as to be positive.

The underlying rationale of testing is found in the
experimental method used in the physical sciences. A

short note on the assumptions underlying such research
and their application to the evaluation oftraining is
on p. 114.

The interview compoment' of a selection programme
can be validated in the same manner as formal tests.

Tests of Learning

Following general practice we can divide learning
into three general aspects :

Cognitive

Psychomotor

Affective

(intellectual, knowing about things or
systems).

(muscle skills).

(attitudes, values).

WhiChever type of learning is involved, the testing
of what has- been learnt is a crucial element in the
training process. It is determined by the initial task
analysis and selection of training objectives: If for
any reason the testing of what has been learnt is invalid
(inappropriate) or unreliable (subject to irrelevant
variation), the operational -effect:iveness of the training
will be severely impaired. The teaching process will be
deprived of some important feedback, quite apart from the
effect on decisions about trainees and their subsequent
jo!;s.

Cognitivse skills

For cognitive tasks, the translation of a task ana-
lysis into learning objectives can prove problematic. An
analysis shows only what is done in a given range of
situations. That is, it is concerned primarily with the
surface structure of behaviour rather than with the deep
strbcture (i.e. understanding):

F7 t)
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,
Tests emphasisng Tecalf, of incoymation are npt

necessarily inappropriate theqb)ective may simpI54.
require th4t. But a'severe.lbad on:memorising is ftecog
quently indicative of soMething,Wrong in the task analy-
sis or the setting of learning. ObjeCtives. This is
particularly important since, not only does a meporising
test fail to assess the deep structure- (understanding),
but there are theoretical grounds for-supposing that it
may well be negatively related. Thus a trainee scoring
highly on such a test may in some cases be'demonstrating
that he has assimilated little.

Affective Learning

Testing for learning.in this field is notoriously
the most difficult and elusive nf all kinds of psycholo-
gical assessment. Any instrument such as an attitude
inventory on personality profilescan be faked to some
degree, and even if it is answered sincerely is likely
to be unreliable. Partly this is due to short-term
fluctuations in the way a person feels, and partly to
ambiguity in the questions he is asked. However care-
fully-constructed a question is, there always remains
the possibility that the question the person is answering
is different from the question/the test-writer thinks he
is asking. Added to this is the fact that people are not
always aware of their own implicit attitudes or values.
Thus the information which may be obtained is limited to
wfiat the respondent is Willing and able to give, and even
'then it may change over a short period uf time. Finally,
the answers as given have no absolute significaace,
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being susceptible of,differing interpretations. There
are available standardised questionnaires which overcome
some of these difficulties through extehSive validation
studies. But these still require careful interpretation
by a person with adequate experience.

Because of these difficulties, observational data
is frequently useu. Here, attitudes etc. are defined

. in beAvioural terms and the person is observed (by
himself or others) lAhile actually at work. This yields
a behavioural check on underlying attitudes or values,
but "behavioural" should not be confused with "objective"
(in the sense'of "non-subjective"). The assignment of
meaning to behaviour is stillia tentative, interpretative
process. The question of afflctive learning tests is a
matter largely of what is not known and an expert is
expert only insofar as he entertains adequate doubts.

At the practical level, what can be emphasisV.is
that any procedure which is in use as a test of-at.titude
development etc. should itself be subject to well desi-
gned validation. Therq is a tendency for some trainer4.
to use such tests with enthusiasm rather than discrimi-'
nation. Since the 'ethical questibns about such tests
are sensitive ones, it is not only a matter of operatio-
nal efficiency which is at' stake.

Selection of teaching methods

Despite the controversial state of learning theory,
there are available a number of practical guidelines to

.the relationship between methods of teaching and various
-kinds of learning objectives. However teaching methodo-
ipgy is not an exact science - if it is even a science
at all. The guidelines discussed are offered as a basis
for thinking about method, not:as ready-made criteria
for instant application.

Teaching for psychomotor skills

These skills are characterised by their "private-
ness". The way a craftmen's muscles respond to cues of
different kinds is not easy to communicate verbally.,

.The words do not exist, probably for the very reason
that a skilled person cannot bring to consciousness how
he achieves his results, But, surrounding a craft-skill

.
of this kind the're is n.ways a matrix of knowledge which

1S certainly can be communicated by symbolic means. The
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effectiveness of training .51--severely impaired if the
distinction between these twO. aspects of craft perfor-
mance is lost.

On one side, it is futile to expend time in tel-
ling, explaining and showing a trainee how to do
something which he can only learn by doing it himself.
The emphasis must be on practical exercises, and these
should generally be graded (a matter for careful expe-
rimentation). The type of mistake referred to here
frequently shows up as irritation or loss of temper on
the part of the trainer. Frustrated by his impossible
task he is led to blame the trainee for "not paying
attention", "not concentrating", "not listening" etc.

The corresponding error - of treating job-knowledge
as a psychomotor skill leads to equivalent waste. Using
practical exercises to transmit what can be told or
demonstrated is an uneconomical use of time. For ins-
tance, in teaching the use of machine tools, lengthy
exercises involving.the cutting of metal are often
used to transmit Ideas about setting up work which can
well be emboaied in exercises with diagrams dr models.

Cognitive Skills

The crucial distinction here is, between rote lear-
ning and meaningful learning.. .

- Rote learning is, 'like psychomotor learning, largely
a matter of practice. The important variable affecting
the efficiency of learningJis the provision of immediate
feedback. This has the effect of preventing the consoli-
dation of errors which are frequently difficult to -un-
learn once they are established. Lecturing is thus
generally a,poor method of teaching for this type of'.
material. Written instruction is better in that itper-
mits selfpaced work, which is of considerable importance
for adult learners. Programmed instruction is particu-
larly valuable since it has also built-in testing and
feedback.

More important is meaningful learning, i.e. learning
to understand theories, principles, systems or processes.

Errors are commonly the pivot of learning about
ideas. The concentration of "educational technology"
on error elimination by the use of carefully programmed
small steps has benefitted that kind of training where
the task is mainly one of assimilation of new data.

7;
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k
However, where learners need to accomodate to new con-
cePts, the uo.king of errors provides focus and stimulus
tb the learMling process. The treatment of error-making
is in fact a key characteristic of training method. To
be effective, errors should constitute a genuine problem
of the learner's own making. This implies the use of
problems and exercises which connect,with the learner's
existing knowledge sufficiently for him to feel. able to
produce a reasonable answer, though not necessarily the
correct one. This approach tends to minimise lengthy
verbal explanatim which is in any case unsuitable for
many adults.

Py avbiding these difficulties, the method may in
fact yield a direct saving in time. The process of
devising appropriate problem sequences is also a strin-
gent discipline on the training designer and encourages
the elimination of superfluous mqerial. Against this
it is true that learning by problem solving may ta more

- time than it takes to cover the same materiel by dire t
telling.

1
The quality of learning that is required will deter-

*mine the choice.

The assessment of cognitive teaching method can be
Tepresented as a checklist :

1 - Do the learning objectives imply meaningful or
rote learning ?

- If meaning1,u1, is the learning mainly a matter
of assimilation of data within an existing
structurc of ideas or accomodation of ideas to
a significant new form ?

3 - Are errors minimised or utilised ?

4 - Are errors produced by genuine attempts at
problem-soving by the trainee ?

5 - What is the previous competence of the learners
in the subject ?

6 - How old are the learners ?

7 - What is the level of memory-lead.imposed by the
training methods ?



An archetypal "bad" training method would'yield the
following results :

."Learners in middle life, approaching'a new subject
with difficult ideas are given lectures or tech-
nical notes designed to enable them to produce
correct answers straight away".

Affective learnin

The approach to attitude development is very va-
riable, each trainer using his own personal criteria of
success or failure.

As a general comment it can be said that significant
learning in theaffective sphere is always of an accom-
modative rather than an assimilative nature. Thus it
implies personal discovery or insight rather than
"being told". Apparent changes can be brought about by
direct persuasion, but they tend to be superficial and to
require a supporting enwironment to sustain them.

The analogy with the problem solving method in
cognitive learning is close. The essential process is
the generation of problems by the-Jearner himself as the
focus and pivot of learning. The process is likely to
be even more difficult to manage than its cognitive
counterpart since the problems are less clearly related
to "public" phenome.6, being more unique to the indivi-
dual. The very uniqueness of what is being learned ,

makes it impossible to specify in any detail how such
learning should generally proceed. However, it is per-
haps possible tv pick out a few'external characteristics
as being typical of successful learning/teaching
situations.

The _important dimensions of such learning situa-
tions are :

- the self-generated nature of the learning material.

- the degree of control of the process by the learner.

- the teacher's role as animator and facilitator of, the
learning process.

- the balanc; pf challenge and support.

In relation to affective learning therefore, objec-
tives can only be indicative, not definitive. The
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learning objectives sertie to indicate the area in which
the trainer may choose to challenge the class - and in
w'rich they may challenge him 7 but they cannot define
how the challenge will be-taken up or with what final

result.

As a natural consequence of these conditions, the
evaluatOr's attention is inevitably shifted away from
the specific content towards the processes in training.
This 'is appropriate not only to train ng courses where

the objectiVes are predominantly and explicitly affec-
tive in nature, but also to training courses generally.

Behing many apparently specific, technical skill's are

personal abilities such as autonomy, judgement etc.

which are the products more of certain kinds of training

than of particular training content. The recognition
of this is an important change in the modern conception
of learning and training.

7 9
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(b) REPORT OF A SEMINAR WORKING GROUP (B?)

T e group', adopted a model proposed by one of their
membe c, Mr. P.J. Edney, This model was seen as an ac-
cepta le general speCI-rcati.on which, while capable of
bein highly specific in situations where adequate
bac line information was available,.also had the advan-
t be of handling, though in cruder fashion, training
schemes where the necessary data base was less quanti-
fiable.

The following is an outline of the model.

Original Training Interface
operational )Criticality >Analysis 4

System 1. Analysis 3
Env-iroment

4,

Simulation-Learner
..-..

4
Modifier<- ,

/ho

(f)

\/
Informa1'-' Formal

co o
Eval 6 ;,g, Eval 6A

E. a,

Sub-Evaluation< Changed Operational
System 7 > /-System 2

The basic asSumttions are that :

(a) Evaluati,on needs to.have a base line from which
measurements or judgements can be made.

(b) Training is a ataange agent butithere are many
others - e.g. Organisational D'6'velopment, incentive
schemes.

(c) The setting of the base line is an integral part of
evaluation and is a continuous procss throughodt
training.
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gertain essential functions emerge in an evaluation
system. These are described below and.refer to the num-
be'red components in the diagram above.

(1) Original Operational System /

It is necessary to describe in as precise terms as
possible the components and behaviour of the system
before training is carried out. This system may be a
group of students prior to training, a factory, or a
school system possessing many interlocking occupational
groups, seen as a totality.

(2)-Changed Operational System

This represents ttle system drf behaviour that is
needed after training. It will be described in exactly
the same terms as the original system and provides the

- "target" of training.

(3) Training Criticality Analy'sis

The 'function of this component is to identify the
degre2Ippf behavioural change, and the nature Of the .

chanWP-Tequired between System 1 & 2.

In its refined state, it

(a) Quantifies the contribution that each element
of change (through training) will make.to Sy.tem 2

(b) identifies those elements of.change which will
not produce significant contributions to opera-
tional effectiveness

(c) enables the effects of each change to.be seen /n
production or financial terms if required

identifies those changes that are more effectively.,
produced by other change agents.

Some parameters used in'the computation of this
analysis would include :

(a) The size of change required in each element.,

'(b) The frequency ',1-1 which any change will be used
by the new systum.,

(c) Weighted date in case of special requirements -
i.e. safety, error risks, etc.,
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- (d) Weighted data :7;howing elements which, although
sAall; 2-e critical to the operation of many
others..

(4) Interface Analysis

The function of this component is to translate into,
ideally, behaviourp.l training objectfv,es those elements
of change which have shown themselvA0o be highly

.
critical to the operational effe.ctiWeos of System 2.
The analysis also considers the int'4r4ction of the ele-
ments in practice, agd the interactibn of various
occupational groups -for example, the definition of
training objectives for management would be considered
in the light of the training_objec,,ives for those that,
are managed, and vice versa:.

(5) Simulation.

This defines the most effective specificationbf
training needed to achieve the objectives, botn-in
learning cost terms. It uses three major compo7
nents.

(a) The enviromental factors under which the training
-will take place

(b) The characteristiés of the ccntent Of learning

(c) The characteristics of the learners.

Sophisticatea models can provide a very accurate
definition of the learning process ncl include time to
learn, both group and individual opAmum
effective use of facilities, etc. nd definition of
longitudinal or modular courses, teaching methods etc.

.(6) Infbrmal Evaluation '

Enables the quality of each element of learning to
be evaluated as it is designed.

'-(6a) Formal Evaluation

Evaluates the synthesis of the individual elements
f learning into: cohesive groups - or\courses.

)
0
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/ 4

(7) Sub-Eva luation System

This Provides the essential sensitive lirk between

the trainin g System and the new operational s em. It

does this by

(a) Receiving continuous feedback frOm the training
course in order to assess whether it is continuing
to Achieve the objectives.

(b)-;Receiving continuous feedback fiom thOnew opera-
.
tional system (System 2) in order to eJaluate the

-validity. of the changes-produced by the training
isystem, and to assess whethPrAhn criticality
analytis (Component 3) has been, and continues
to be effettive. From its finding* it uses the
mocj.i...fier to change the working of,either Combo-
nent 3. 4. 5. or 6.

Therefore the-evaluation system employs 5 combo-.
nonts 3, 5, 6, 6a and 7.

ProblemS'

1) The model we have cnsidered was devised in order
,

to deal effectively 'With the training of large
nocubational grpups.and alsb with:total systems
such as factorte.whe're a-wide vdriety of occupa-
tional Groups Was:-recognised-as a fingle system. 4(

- .
Though we belieVe the4nodel can'hyUsed to deal-with
igroblems relating to, for example ; .

,

training

training

training
. .

for public services

of the undffiployed
a

of redundant workers in neskills

, training for upward-mobility,

it obviously needs td be studied-so. that appropriate
techniques Tor dealing with such problenls can be
devised, within its conceptual framework.

2) Repeated reference was made to 'the lack of adequate
measuring instruments for.determining the "hunAn fac-
tor" elements such as'attitudes, Motivation, ability
to co-operate., and 'so on. -It is recommended
,TALropriate research and pilot studies Tor the dev,er
L,.14e7Dirlent of such instruments be undertaken.

p
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(c) DOCUMENTAT:TON AD EVALUATION. OF COURSES

2

EVA,1',UATf iENERAL
7!,

INTRODUCTION : PRODUCT:AND PROCESS LUATIN

"EV,iivation yhen applied to education means :

appreciAips tra'ining progl'ammes Kitt: a:view to making
well foup.deecisions poSsibIu. -Fôr example.: such a
decision could be to makeimp,rovements in a course.

,

Thejrnining process"may be regarded as a production
process; the product bging:the,effects of learning. The
measurement of these.-learnibg effects is sometimes calle4
PRODUCT EVAI,UATION.

For a long timeevaludtioh in training remained
limited to this kinofevaluaton Great efforts were
pOt-into 'developinraOurate, instruments, such
as tests which wee tp:provide r re measures of the
effects of- tearning.,.:

' .,
Gradua1ly-t4e cony1"bt1en hittS-1 n that simply

cheeking'the resh4ts:4:4earnng was not enough. Tf one
wants better tra.i.ning prokraMmes, it is alonecessary
to include the',1Wningachi ng process into the pie-

eA. For it isintha?tery,,process that tkie causes of
wk learninP: ef:fee:ts 4,1tbe,-saught. In PROCESS
EVALUATION, Abon;'41/.ts .of the learning-teaching
process alfe

What; i";:tt4e1,:plabeb,f. poceç ,nd product evaluation
wrth.n.the FOr this consider the -

following simpletripdel

1

gp,7Y
,kr,6*edge
cp.bjeetives

2

rtfu'Y drawing up
the

1,togramm,e
7

4
giving
instruc-
tions

7

5
evalua-

tion

a., :7

Boxes 1, 2,,ark:V3 together form the stage of curri-
c44m developm6nt. Box 4 is the actual

8 1
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training activity. The instruction is followed by an
inquiry into the learning effects, e.g. an achievement.'
test, which belongs to box 5.

However, box 5 dmplies more than this p tuct
evaluation. For.illithe results are not satis'factory4
one will ha/e to :look for Nti explanation in'the way
instruction was given,. This again may bring to light,- .
what went wrong.in bc4, 3. If great shortcomings are
found, one may have tic) revise the main outlines from,4:
box 2. Then again insufficient learning, effects may4
traced back tb a wr:ong estimate of the students' entrY_
knowledge (box 1).

Finally, one may -alSo have gained insight into tfie

1:easibility of the objectives, their motivating power
for'the students, their rel,evance for real lifeetc'.
It is very well possible', even probab,le that the oOjec-
tives will have to be revised.

a.

EVALUATION ON A SINALL SCALP

In the=iptroduction ye touched upon th'e'ievaluation'7
.of the entiearning47teaching process, tht is, e'va-
luation on-a large scale.

We would like to point out that on a smfll scale,
too, evaluation must continually take place.. Here the
activities repeatedly run through the same cycle. ,

determi2e-
starting 'point

and
n1shing point

execute process evaluate

Every process is ppeceded by a reflection on where
to start and what one wants to ,

In4the same way
every process mustbe closed off, with a consideration of
how things went, whether the initial situation was cOr-
rectry estimated and iiiistherc,7pWobjectives were reached.

.0.-
The design of a ie4..is preceded by a reflection

dn what the students al know and on what is supposed
to be brought across to ec. Once the design is
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finished, one must go over the result to see if the
presumed entry knowledge will be sufficient to learn the
subject matter ; or to see if not too much subject mat-
ter is packed into this one lesson ; etc. Thds
immediate check is not only important for improving the
lesson, but also useful for ftture lessons to be desi-
gned. O.

The actual giving of instruction should be pPeceded
by a preparation. The teacherginakes up his mind about
how to check up on the required entry knowledge and how
to make sure that the objectives specified can be attai,-

ned in thetime available.

After the lesson he-should evaluate whether the
required entry knowledge was Atually present, whether
all subject6 were treated in order, Whetherhis way of
treating them was acceptable, etc. Thig4immediate check
is not only important if the lessop is to be given a
second time. .It is also relevant for later lessons when
subjects that were omitted in this lesson will have to
be treated in full.

In a similar way the cycle applies to :

designing a series of lessons
A

giving a series of lessons

drawing up the main outline of the way a subject
will be treated

teaching a subject in the course of a scholastic
year

etc. etc.

WHY IS EVALUATION' NECESSARY ?

One may wonder : why evaluate ? Is it not a
luxury ? Or in some way superfluous ?

go -

Evaluation is needed when designing a course for the
simple reason tthat practically nobody is capable of
doing anything perfectly right for the first time, let
alone something as complex as a training programme.

Moreover, immediate evaluation of the first part of
thee'design may save a lot of unnecessary work during
the design of aater parts. One learns from mistakes,
and shortcomings.

86
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Evaluation is contantly called for when givin4,
tnstructiorl e

- to-keeP itArormcd about the studentS% progress

- to draw the attc-Ition 1.,...'less fortunate actions of
tne--tehsr'.5 and,-.- Eak corrective measures

- to check Whethey-,tne,objcves are Stillbeing
attained. -e ....:' 4

e, . ,,i. 4 . vb- . ;., '.

' Evaluation is al..50esa.ry to keepthe quality of a
training Programmt;'up- d.6te .:

.

.

- as technol ogy changes lAiith'time,,s6should Ehe con-.
tents of tne courses

- clIanges In z;tudents' Previous training cause va-/.
riations ..... their entry Yevels *

- tile studrits' mentality cha:nges, as does their
ability, social background, etc.

- tbe mentality and other qualities of the teachers
..,

ci-iange.

In general we may say that both during the desdgn
eourse.aridAurng the repeated running of a course

evaluation is essential to optimize and preserve the
c4.1alitY Of that course.

EfIEVALUATON ,

,-Hfrit.the Case Pf product evaluation we examine in how
rilr.tne plannd objectives haVe been attained. These
y-::1-,aVe been specified'for the course'as a whole or

'f-- 'c4p, a.series pf lessons dr even for one particular les-
%r1 .

-:---.-- --.......-----------
, .

oduct evaluation is possible if and ..only if the ge-
'veva], alm, the intermediate goals and the specific

. .

Abj6dtives have been laid dOwn unambigu0Wy and
'Yste maticalIy.

111

Pt
ATIjoi,S-Of Product evaluation are :

- !! 0- c,. , ,

Fmerk. tests. These are tests for the partici-
rflL

y can be divided into the following types :

C.



oral

ALAdAP

r"1

- oral hearIng of the lesson
- talk or lecture prepared and delivered

by the
grup lect4ceby two or more students

essay
open quetions 2 short answer type

tten. closed questior2s

ranking
sorting
true/false quest.gons

- multiple choice 'ff.;

. Auto-descriotive tech4ques. The students are asked
to give their:opinion about.the objectives through :

interviews of single students
of groups of students (twc or more)

3. Observdtion techniques. These are applied by obser-,
vers. They may use :

- checklists

- rating scales.
40

IDEQUiREMENTS that godd achievement tests must fulfil are :

'- The students must be told well in advance what will
be expected of them during the test.

tit

- They-must know the minipum achievapent level that
still regardedisuffictent.

- The'tests shoui d. ch as possible,cover the entire
subject matter,and not be limited to a part. -

- Very-good studentsi,should be able to make all tests
in'the required time.

.rhe scoring must be as objective as possible, that
is, independent of the person who does the scaring.

Of great ikportance,'espeilally for product" evalua- Q,7

tion, would be the following : To obtain information frbm
EX-STUDENTS (i.e. from students several years after
haying finished their training) on the question in how
far the subject matter learnt has proved useful in actual
p actice. This canj6e do Ee. by means of enquirec or
jlterviews.
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ri:;ingly enough this is harVly ever done. The
1On4,can be attributed to a variety of reasons :

It is difflcult to distinguish whalio one has learnt
within the. context of Oe course from that outside .

,
that context.

Subsequent courses obscure the learning effects of
previous coUrses,

A
Subject. matter,d 'learning conten'e that is appa-
rently superflUous may indirectly have a strong
I-positive influence.(e.g. higher maths that the stu7
dentdoes 'no longer use may contribute to a better
overall understanding or help hiM read the litera-
ture on his subject);0

Many ex-students finish up in a differerit discipline
through a change of function or position.

Many ex-students are untraceable.

PROCESS EVALUATION
4

On the base of proces,s evaluation the learning-
teaching procpss is coesid ed in all its properties,
such as methods, contenis, materials, motivation, job
orientation, etc.,

Product and process evaluation often go toge ther
and are intertrelated.

Process evaleuation takes place clintinually during
M.1,,design and Yffiplementation of a course. By far the

way of 'doing* this is having an experimental group
rticipants go through the learning process while

.Actuall",; designing the cCurse. The first lessons are
imaeddiatipiy7given a trial run and thus provide useful
in tmatip for later lessonel sq that MUch unnece0sgry

voided..

tWning prOgramme has 'reacheda.?.Sable:
qual;eValuation is required during zubseqUent

4/-Sp, This to ensure especially :

:1-latthelsituation remains. welladapted
'to the sfudeii*:eptry knowledge

that the'vari6.V4tents of the Arning'situation
.are,mutually balanceas for instance a'zood cO-
ordination of the .diffeApt lessons on one subject.7.

90
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that the leafrning ads to the desired
effects in an effic way

that the learning effects do not gradually diminish-

that the objectives, contents and methods do not
lag behind modern developments

that the lessons are job-oriented, tliat is remain
directed towards "practice in real life after the

.course".

Tpe METHODS used in process evaluation are largely
the same as those used in product evaluation. There are
descrrptive and observing tpchniques. Achievement
techniques however are of no interest here.

1. Atriptive techniques

inquiries for various categories of.people, such as
the students, teachers, spebialistgc educational
scientists; people from the students' working sur-
roundings, etc.

- interviews, for the same categories

- analyses of the learning content to be criticized
by specialists on the'subject.

2. Obvation techniques

To be carried out by observers during the lessons
or at the time that the students are to apply what tney
have learnt tp iiractice

EVALUATION CRITERIA
-

Evaluation if it is to be dode 'properly, must. met
certain requirements. These may concern the.qUality of
the investigation or the method of application,

:

A - The quality of'the.investigation

1) Validityw. e)q..ent to whibh an instrument mea-4,
surZ's whtt it is.supposed to measure).
An:evalUatiiion must be valid. This. means that it
MUst,be'una.MbiguouslY blear to both:the inquirer
and'the reepondent what the evaluation queStions
fflean:.-Such qUestions7may contain L7i

- stating a fabt . or facts
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stating a relation between'cause and,
eCfect

2) Reliability (= indifference to circumstances)
The reliability of an eyaluation.implies that
result i not influenced by the circumstances
which it is done. These circumstances aay-be
ted to Person, Place and Time.
Examples :

The stWents in groupA mustnot-ber-eyaluated
.in a di-fferent way from those in group B.
Teacher X must not judgeJhis students in ay
different way from teacher Y.

N41

- The evaluation in Amsterdam must net be done
in a way different from that in Eindhoven,

- In..4_ oln as well as in spring, even years
heeyaluation should take place in an

identi.4i way.

B The application

1. Relevance (= usefulness)
%

The findings must not just be "nice to know", but
Must be applicable to practice.

Timeliness (ready and Suitable for use) .

The findings must not come teo late, or in a form--
that makes it impossible for them to te translated
into,action..

3. Communiation (of findin s 6 all concerned).

Forinstahce, the results-f evaluating a;course
while in progress should reasch the.organizer,of the
course in time as well_as- all other;Concerned, such
as.the teachers, assistants, administrators,lietc.

4. Subport

fvaluation should Ha the full
port of the director as well, a
If not, it may haye,the wrong e
the re1iability will suffer.

9 1
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5. Efficiency

It_ is obvious that the cost-benefit relation is
important for evaluation too : for instance, it
may be too expensive to obtain results in time.
Moreover, it is important to-consider beforehand
how to organize the evaluation to save unnecessary
work : try to reach an understanding with the
people concerned on an efficient planning of the.
evaluation.

DOCUMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF EXTERNAL COURSES.

So far we discussed evaluation in general. As a
whole it is applicable to training programmes organized .

at home.

We shall now consider the evaluation of external
training prograTmes. They are not as easily influenced
as those at home.

jt is recommended to set up a DOCUMENTATION and
EVALUATION of external courses vilAted by empley.dys
from different firms and different branches.

1;*The DOCUMENTATION is needed for arvey of all .

training facilities. This is a useful.tool for training
officers who have to give guidance.

The.Oocumentation provides "orgSnizational data"-.
These can be Collected on one card per coufte (both sides
are used) in one central place. For an example which has
proved practical after many years of teaching experience,
see.pages 9.1-and 95. 4f.. .

It is of the utmost importance°that docuMentation 4*7--
is standardized. At the moment there is a jumble of
dif.ferent information leaflets and prospeeWees which .

only too often - each in its own way 7. try tb- camouflage
shortcomings. Itcannot be urged too much that all
institutes present their data in a standardized way in
a standardizetseguence.

The EVALUATION on the one hanc'i allows,for a selec-
tion gf the.b.est and mo.',-)t suitable &ours* This too is
an important help in giving guidance.

9 2
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Secondly the evaluation data may provide' the
necessary suggestions for improving eicisting courses
that appear to be lacking on many Jpoints. Like the
documentation data these evaluation data can be recorded
on one single card per course "in one central place.
For an example that has also proved practical, see
pages 96 and 97.

The,evaluation data are collected by means of
INQUIRY FORMS. The questions on these forms a-re arran-
ged and worded according to the data required on the
data sheet. The inquiry forms are intended for the
following respondents :

NON7participants

2. Partibipants (students)

The forms for category I are only meant for a small
number of people. .

The l'orms f.or category 2 are meant for large numbers of
..tudents. It is therefore necessary that they
can be processed by computer.

- Tne observations of non-participants and partici-
pants together make for a picture of a course which is
as complete as possible.
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COURSE DOCUMENTATION DATA

date

-.Title of course or
conference

- Institute/School

Aims of thebb41e-
or eanfere,pcp..

1. Previous tr*flilg...
required

3

Categories of people
tiecourseis,inten-
ded for
Duration of toUrse
Or conference

4. Starting and ending
date(s) of course

5. Costs per partici-
pant per course or
conference

6. Placecs) and
Address(es) where
lessons or Teetings
are held A

7. Curriculum survey,
showing subjects and
teaching methods ---

ariplied

')

institute course/code

I 1

( I

Name
Address. :

-Telepp`ne' ,

, .

t

0

)

meals and acamodation;
fees
materials .

examination l-

total

(N v

O. 6

9 4
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NaMe course or
conferehce

8. Number.of
pants per class or
group

9. Number of lessons
,or Sessions a week
(a month)

10.Total numbers of
lessons or ses-
sions per type

11.GAtdanc9 or coaching
or participants

12.Skill training on
the job

13.Method ana fr'equen-
cy of- testing
acquired knowledge,
skill, etc.

14.Examination date(s)
place(s)

norms

15.Mate'ri44.s'compos0.
or revNyd for-the
last time'

Code

.
..--

.Minimally : Maximally :

... written a .. ...

... oral . a .. ...

... workshop-a . ...

... ...
...

... written

... oral_ ...

... workshop.

W.- --
.

.
.

.

Yes/No ; fo,m of guidance or .

aching

practice on .the job during the
day supposed to be present :

yes/no ; on What terms : -.111p

.

,

nur

,

part in year
part ,in year
part in Year

,

ad .

...,:.
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COURSE EVALUATION DATA

!date

- Title of course or
conference

- IntItt4e/hp..4

- Aims telle
con'fe

1. Inquiry intb sui-
tability of-parti-

. cipant

2. Previous training
required as eviden
ced by former par-
ticipants

Informatibn about
,.content and aims
of courses of con-
ference

\
4. Examination

,

requirements

5. Val-ue of diploma
6. Possibility.of re

a`pplying the efforts
,made if the course
appears too heavy

7. Investing risk,
regarding

(
)20,erage number of
study hours outside
course and working
time'

institute aourse/c e

.'.

Name
Address
Teleshone :

ethod and done by'whom :

suality of inquiry :

too much
.prescribed previous, sufficient

training inSUff.fcient

.etter alternative' (if fiebessarx):

gives goj 01.1fficient / bad i1-1',.
siglat at what the course offer48

- h '..-.74afined.we.11./Suffi-ciently ,.
gher

= 4re qual level than supposed
lowen,

go- :less difficult' coure :

! ,

.,--

ntage reaching
jend : sMall/medium/large

hailt;ation of
! course : small/medium/large
coSts : small/medium/large
Job orientedness small/medium/large
!

.
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Name course or
conference

9. For the evaluatio
the following pet)
ple have been
cdnsulted

10. Level of : contep
pa,rticipant

11. Content is in
tgeneral

2 %Content was last
modernized

13. Evaluation .of-
counse content

14. Evaluatidn of/
learningsituatio

teachers

Instructors methods
applied

iw
student guidance

accommodation

Evaluation of
course organi-
sation

1 . Evaluation of job
-orientedness

a

code

n participant&-instructors/specia-
lists / educ tional scientists. /
industry
,

,

t low / intermediate / advanced
s loW / .intermedia'te / advanced

.

, -

uprogressive / p to date /
behind the times P.

subject in year
subject in yea

.subject fh year .. .

subject in year . .

subject in ear . .

subject in year
,

lk.

1 t' .

. .

.,

. .

,

.

.
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EVALUATION BY NON-PARTICIPANTS

A

The category of persons for whom these forms are
.inter2ded inclUde :instructor staff, experts (on the'sdb-

,
jects'taughtY, educati.ohal 6Cientists and "industry".

To SpeCifY-

- instrutor/staff are those who are required.to give.
instruction in a way presCribed by others and with

- means prescribed by 'others.

-:The expert envisaged here is a person we.13. versed in
the subject treated in the course.

edudational scientist is somftne whose,expert se
' lies in the field of educational,technology;.ped gogy,

. learning psychology, etc.

- "Industry" here is meant imply : industrial adminis-
tr.4ion ; the training of cer ; the,personnel manager;

4Ptner"participants' superiors or coll4gdes.
; #

\One may wonder which of these categories can be
apprOached in practdcd ? The following examples may be
lielpful to illustrate the point.

J

- As.instratoronh may approach a perso in the company
who lectures in the course. Or a tutor who Obaches
individual students in case of correspondence courses

/. .

- An expert could be a tutor or coach mentioned in the
prev,dous paragraph. Or he may be a specialiSt in the
,company who is much cOncerned with thd thorough forma-
tio o the people working in his department, *Again

he fbe an examiner, number of a .boOrd of examiners
or a ointed observer.

N "::

- Mor6 d
me

iff RIult to find is the educational scie tist. , ..:":

It shourd be possible to find soone in.the ce tral w,..?
training department.who is willing to eValuate a course:'

o
- An' industrial evaluation form should be filled out by'
,one person if possible. Thi,smay be the,training of- ,, '4,

peer, the personnel manager, or the participants' de-'
partmental head. The idea/is that the person who fills
i.n the inquirylconsults the.other categdries mentioned.
in order to come to an-evaluation-that.can belisaid to

.
be,representative for that fiv. .
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If not all of these.respondents can be found, ti9ris

i8 no-serious handioap the specialitt's opinion',by
itself e.g. may be quite' tufficient to come to a general
conclusion.

EVALUATION BY.PARTICIPANTS

Tht.training officer receives the forms in dupli-
cate.. Both of these forms he hands out to'the
pant together with a copy of "explanation for the
particiriant", with.the requedpto fill in.the forms with
care and send them back to him in a week.

-
The trainingdofficer may keep the YELLOW forms for

his own administration. The WHITE norms are to be sent
to the processing'centre.

Some thrae mOnths after the fini,shing date oP the
course the results will be sent to the training officers.

They show : tfie degree of precision of the'objectives,
thb pedagogical merits or demerits,-organisation, acco-
modation, jcp orientedness, learning effect.

This makes it possible to compare .different courses
or to 'compare the course with.another one of average

quality.

APPLICATION FOR GUIDANCE

The forms for participants are also suitable as a
means for guiding or coaching intlividual students while
they are taking a course. Guidance is of special impor-
tance in case of long training periods.

If, for example, a training programme lasts one or
more years, the f.orms may be used at intervals or, say,
10 weeks informed apout progress made. In tliese cases'

you may keep the.foT-ms and interpret the data yourself.
If, however a substantial part of the course is completed,

e.g. one term or .year,.it is advisable to send the forms
to the processing centre.4

The evaluation data on tInt part Of the course
°will then be sent to you.
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(d) THE ST)tNDARDIZATION OF THE TRAINING

OF MASTER CRAFTSMEN IN GERMANY

"Industrial Master Craftsmen" have been tralned in
Germany,for severalt decades. ,The training form descri-
bed below concerns the further training.of fully trai-
ned skilled workers by means of special courses, which
are provided by various bodies and 4re very varied in

6ontent. It...ia.;possible to take the "Industrial Master
Craftsmen" examination through one of the'80 or so
chambers of industry'or commerce: This examination is
generally reodgnized throughout industry althoUgh it is
not stpje.ct to state control.

"ignificance

Examinations for the qualification of industrial

4
master craftsman were originally relatively insignifi
cant since most master cv.ftsman examinations were
taken in trades skills (about 32,000 per year) and the
majority of these master craftsmen were working in
industry. In course of time the industrial master
craftsman examination has assumed increasing importance
because it is orientated towards the specific problems
arising from employment in industry and because the num-
ber of master craftsmen in industry,who had taken this

exam had become, considerable. Many undertakings,, parti-
cularly the larger one8; have for,a while required of
-candidates for a post as master craftsman that they-
should either have already passed-the industrial master
craftsman's, exam or that they should take it without
delay. In addition many companies train industrial mas-
ter craftsmen themselves or finance their training.
Since'1969 participants in such training courses can .

..also o tain grants for subsistence, instruction, tools
and tra ning materials through the Federal Labour Office,
and con iderable use is made of this

Satemen of roblems :

1
1. Problem tiNo uniform arranVments :2
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Industrial master craftsman training is organized
neither:by the-State nor'by private industry. Only the
German Industry and Trade Council (DIHT) - the central
association of all chambers of commerce and industry in
the German Federal Republic - published in 1956 an out-
line syllabus as a recommendation which is,"however,
only adhred to b.y some of the .bodies organizing trai-
'ning. It\is not-IJossibleto speak of a uniform pattern

.)f training. The final eXaminations set by'chambers of
4Industry and commerce are,alSo similar only in certain
basic features. Similarities, however, are only the
result of, the subject being examined, rather than as a
.result of regulations or agreements.

Since 1969, on the basis of the Law on Vocati-onal
Training (BRiG) the Federal Minister.of Education and"
Science Ia emppwured to fix by decree uniform arrange-
ments throughout the.Federal Republlic concerning the

conten't of.training courses,

im

- examination. requirements,
°

- examination procedures,

- admission requirements and thetitle of the final
qualification for the industrial master craftsman
examination.

As a result since 1973 the Federalqnstitute for
Vocational Training Research has been carrying out prtlf-
minary work on behalf of the FederaT Ministry of ,Educa-

tioh and Science in prepartion for the publishing of

"these examin,ition regulations°.

2, Problem : Different interpretations of the.concept
'of industrial master craftsman :

It is difficultbto carry out preliminary work for
these examination, regulations sinoe in the German Feleral,
Repablica master craftsman in industry can be engage'd in "

numerous activities which differ in specialist content.
If they ere asked it is alsa'certain that even more
branches"or industry would repol-lt the need for specil
tIzining for industrial master craftsmen.

.
In addition to this widespread differentiation as

re.gards specialization differentiaton as regards func.,
_tion has developed in the ac&ivit1415 of the industri 1

masIer craftsMan : in small and medium-sized\undert.kings

.4
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master craftsmen have more comprehensiiye.functions akin
to those of managers, wh14h may even extend to the fol-

lowing areas :

- recruiting, paying and dismissing staff ,

- supervising out manufacturIng.andproduction work ,

- calculating cost and material requirements ,

L. purchases, sales and other dealings' with-oustomers.

On the other hand industrial master craftsmen in
large or thoroughily rationalised undertakings are,no
longer concerned with this side of activities, since
they.have had to cede many of thes6 tasks to others.
Normally the above-mentioned work is carried out by the

per'sonnel departMent, the planning department, the pro-

',duction department,,the preriminary costing and ex-post-

.
facto costing departments, the purchasing department, or

the customer service department and other departments.
In these departments there are 'moster craftsmen pciali-
zin in the specific related tasks.

As a result thefe is talk of a deValuation of the
functions-of the master crasman. However, it should
not be overlooked that even'in highly orgary.zed underta-'
kings there are still "industrial master craftsmen" who
continue to fulfill an impOrtant function.' It is clear
that this lowest level of management cannot be dispensed.

with. Thus the question here is what functions the

industrial mas er craftsman retains and which have been 2

added to his o ginal functions.

It4is of Coure necessary to provide answers.to
these questions before they can provide the basis for the
development oflAew, uniform eXamination regulations
throughout the Fede.ral Republic.

The cOmplexity and complication of-the problems,
with which we are faced will have become apparent.
Unfortunately the problems are, at least in appearance,
complicated even further as a result of the fact that
we are required, beforetaking any step, to seen the
advice of an expert joint commiXtee acaeAlp of represen-
tatives of the employers' organiza ionsand the trade
unions and which also includes'te chers from vocatianal
training schools. Thus it is easy to see that when/these
questions are being decided we are not concerned alone
with questions ofspecialized content and functions.but
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that very strong-economic and professional interests
are inVolved.

3. Solutions

'First Stage
,

'In viel.of'the range_of problems described.the
A uniform arrangementS for the training of industrial
master craftsmen should in our opinion proceed step
-by step. This means that the issue of a State order
must be preceded by a fairly,long stage of several years
duri,ng 'variousmodel methclds of.training industrial
mab-er tsmen are tried out in different trades and
at differ functional levels on the basis of recommen-
dations and the corresponding examination requi'rements
$..hould.he prietted to suit .practical and social require-
ments.'

OP
;-In this process co promise would be unavoldable,

which mi.ght possibly, r counter to our scientific
principles.

SeQp4nd Stage

./7
,

,Division of industrial master craftsmen according
,to,fieFO.of activity must be kept to a. minimum. The
'drawing up of arrangements for variation in CourseS
content according to the subaect must'be left to specia1
expert °,coMmittees from the trade associations.

The Institate for Vocational Training,has to concern
itself 15ritarily with tile aspects of training and exami-
nation -of,master craftsmen which transcend the require-
:.mentS'of 'iridividual fields.

We °consider for instance that the following quali-
fications pan...be required of a modern,,industrial master
craftsman- in addition to his specialized qualification :

- organizati.onal

ability to communicate

ability to impart information

ability to cooperate

- adaPtabiLity

.
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4
- capacity for

It is clear from thisUlist that thuse abijities in
part'dependupon each other. At present the aim of our' -
work-is to express these abilities in terms af the cur-
riculum. Added to these qualifications which transcend -
specialtzed-knowledge is. specialized knowledge in the ,

indiVidual subject*. Whebedt this latter knowledge can'.
generally °be impartipd by-means oc courses and.testedin
examinations withodt gyeat diffieult the problems of
imparting the qualifications in the above list by means

-Of courses, are'very great.

Third 'Stage.

The differentiation as regards specialised content'.
and between varibus levels of function is.baed upon a
pattern of industrialliaster craftsmen which is best
shown in the ford of aTmatrix :

the matrix could'perhaps take the orrngiven in Table.

This.Matrix can be read ana eva uated as follows :

.

If we refer tO the sector entries (vertical) then
oa training which comes under one o2 these headings ul-

fills all' the Tunctions represented would produce a type
of master craftsman who could be descr,ibed as a secto-

.
rial master craftsman. He can 'be expected.to be,ab)_e to
deal"with any problems which are likely to face a mabter
craftsman in this.sector.

This would mean that a maiter,caftsman so trained
.would be able to demonstrate his full cOmmand of-pianning,
-production, .madhine installatidh and tooling-up, direc-
tion of persbnnel, and dealing with customers in this
sector.

is often iaintained triat the present-day master
craftsffia.n fulfills these requ rements. But if histrai-
ning is exaMined then we dico er that it is prlmarily
oriented. towarbs produotaiontasks, knowledge tf machi!
nery and the training of apOxentices. Questions such as
organizatibn and .plannitechnives: direction of per7
sonnel and probleds of coop.*ration with customers, supe-
riors and colleagues occupy, relatively, a very subor-
dinate place.

40,
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weexami,hethe function entries (horizontal-) in
the matrix and if we, imagine. that the training follows
the pattern prpnenteh in thene entries then we could

-_assume an industrial master craftsman whb wou'ld not be
.'mainly.concerhed with the product produced by the seCtor
bue',w,ith the'york that has to be done before the proquct
can be produced. Thus it would be possible to deduce,

, kinds of mh'ster.'crftnmen concerned with certain func-
tions, eq,.. a master craftsmanin planning, in produc- /

ma.c,hinum.y, in supplies, and in customer servide
etc ,) buch.a view of the industrial master craftsman is
bften .rejected by those why are responsible for the
training ofmasteN,craftsmen. They regard this as
'turning master-crYft:men into technicians. However, if
the career pattern of the average industrial master .
craftsmen is examined,.!then one'notices that although
master craftsmen who have specialized in a particular
function in one secto often change.sectors they equally
.often keep to, the same functiOn. Obviously,then there
is a pdtential of greater. mobility.' As regardsthe
;'uture this development is further encouraged:br the
faCt th6t raw Materiaris being processed less and less
by men, i.e. specialist workers, directly, but rather\
by machines. In the Federal Republic this trend has

-. already made itself-very clearly apparent in the trOinihg
of apprentices and has'necesst7tated.considerable changes.
The basis_Of the argument is.that in the case of indus-
trial master craftsmen, too, ,there will be a fairly
strong,tendency'to develop into functional.master crafts-
men, although the problem is hot definitively clear.
Unfortunately the question cannot be answered directly
by means pf he system represented. above, since like
any system it presents only a very simplied picture of
possibilities.

Concluding remarks :

It is probasble that the trend is moving in 'several

directions and the result will be :

- sectorial master craftsmen

- functional master craftsmen

- Lihd'master craftsmen concerned partly with the sector
and partly with functibns.

Our task, namely to wo out suitable-training pat-
terns, where necessary withi. veral vaviations, and in
due coUrse.to test them out ith the .help c suitahle

al
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promote plz. is Important. -001Y &t1 WexaaYrrikanon

consider it pos:Able to develor3 31)11'6-, date

requit'ements and to formulate then] 11-1.Y watQt.tight

f2rms.
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(e) WIPER OPPOlarrNITIE :-;CHRME FOR UNEMPLOYED,ADULTS

rBa C k g PO 1.1nd

UKGovernment initiative .1'norli the Manpower.
Services Commission tobe implemented'througn the.TraiL
ning Services Agcnc. The basic idezi.is to provide
courses for unemployed persons s,c) that th4y acquira the
Ibility to credte, 'nd respond realistUally-to, their'
Own lob opportuniie The scheme.is,experimental and
five pilpt-cours: ate to be mounted in areas of high
unemployment. An c a_uatj,on plan is tO be built into
the scheme from the tset.

The Official ObIrtiy-es

(As skills training is not given, persons on the courla
are referred to.as clkents rather than as trainees).

When the client leaves the couilse he should. :

(a) be motivated to seek emi5loyment ;

(b) be-familiar with the work outlets in his area., and
be realistic in his choice of jobs ;

1

(c) know how to seek,-appW fer, and hold a' job ;.

(d) learn to use his initiative to asse8.s.the needs of
a job, and learn to perform it successfully.

Related to\these official AJectives are,the less
tangible aims which are embraced in the notion of-social.
education. This involves acquisition of the sociabinty
and comportment skills which are necessary for.coping
with life generally. Social skills are required for
interacting eCficiently and smoothly with other.paople
both oUtside and within the work situation ; e.g; tal-
king to strangers, taking'instrugtions from supervfsors,
communicAinggefficiently. By-contrast life skills do.
not necessarily involve interTct,ing With other people-
but includeall those things that are necessQ.ry to co,n-
dircting one's -life ;: e,g.calculating a wage'packet,
home finance, getting.information; making complaints,

0 8



finding accommdtatimon, mbVing to a IlLey area; .

3

Th general:objective'is to enable the 'ind1idual,
.'td find, secure-andi:74etain full-time employment, and'at
.ttie-same time .make rea1isti2c career,decisibns based on
enowledge rattier than guess-work,r1Upled.with a FOTe
elequate aajwStment,to iffe in-fgete al:

Vg
.

- 0
arget PODU1aion

It -I-

The:-uaemp.loyed,and-fre9uent,jOb-changers, enera1ly
ati,the sub=apprentice 1Jeliel, but exCluding-the phyally
anormentalIy handicapped. The c,Ilents fall into two'

a °o
groups .

(a) unemployed sc hool-leavers, boys andygirls
aged 16-18 ;

-(b)tpnemployed addlts, aged 19+, men nd women.

Aey are Lihemp loyed for a great variety of reasons.

>

These include problems ot social adjustment, 'a lack of
interest in work:, lack of confidence', a_negative atti-
tude to theMselves and society, ignorance of the know-
how for getting jobs, thseffects of traditional or
intended unemployment, or general social and educational
dpadvantage,s, Nahy of the clients will also have .
c resprds. The range of ability will vary'consi-
derably,though most Will be of tow general ability.

,

Clients are recruited for the course by the Youth
Employment Service (or Careers Service)-for young people
and the E.SA. for adults.

Duration of Cour5es

In each Aurse ther.e will be a maximum of twenty
clients with three full-time instructors. There is no
block entry. For adults the maximum d.uration of the
course is twelve weeks, and for young persons it is
twenty=rour weeks. Clients are, howevey, encouraged to'
leave the course as soon as they feeirthey are ready.
There is a small financial incentive to attend the
course as the training allowances are in excess of
unemployment benefits.

Job Pi c ment
-

It iv n t the aim of the courseAo place each indi-
vidual in a Job. The idea is to develop the ability and

) 9
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initiative% to do this for himself on leaving,the course
arid in the. future.

Training of the Instructors

Instructors for the Vider Opportunities Course were
chosen_fyom existing SkiltAntre instructors according
to speFffications'which dealt with both their craft
abili;iy.and their temperament and'personality. Instruc-
tors were not chosen aecordfng to tracte or craft, requi-
rements but rather for-their overall suitabikity for

. 'the job- raining consisted of.a three-week.cour'se :

two of class7room instructiasn, discussion and
pract work separated by one' week of'practical prco-,
.lect k.' The main topics included understanding the
objectives, the use and design of discovery lear ing,
the use of a learnAng taxonoMY, ,the notion earning-
to-learn course, content material, discussion learning,
,motivation*, interpersonal dynamics; soeial skills, and
techniques,for assessing and guiding the individual.
Tp.e general aim was to equip the instructprs for the
especial- nature of tnh W70. course and their special
(perhaps unconventior4al) role in it. To this end'the
Course was designed to give them some of the skills and
insights normally possessed by "professionals" g.g.
psychologists, training designers, social-workers.

Nature of the Course

(a) The section -

Ideally this should be located under one.roof,
preferably in one large work-shop. The section typically
contains a representative selection of widely used in-
dustrial machinery e.g. centre lathes, capstans, milling-
machines, drills, power saws and presses. There should
also be metal and wood4iorking benches, welding-bays, -

drawing-boards, desks and office equipment-such as,type-
writers and photo-copiers. In addition there should be
opportunities for painting, decorating, brick-work and
horticultural work. There should also be.rooms off-set
for written work, office simulations, discussion groups,
a/p self-admiistered lnstruct-ion packalies.

(b) Role of instructor

Because no formal training is given, the instructor
has an unorthodox role',. His main function is to guide
and counsel the client: On the basis of assessments made

111
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by the instructor 4see'Skill Samples below) he helps the
client choose from the many alternaApe8 available to
him .on the course.. -Thc.;Inst.ructdr tt encounaged to
sevelop,a ,i.trm, close relationship with the client,

Itakiw. care to _avoid the traditional formal relationshilp

iwith
its'bemphasis on,ethc instru.otor's position of autho,-.

rity ovef the trainee. Discipline is maintained aS far
as poksibie though trust and mutual respect. Conse, i

,

quentipeta flexible attitude toward lateness and poor
, attendance is aCioyted,as it is assumed that for these

cldents, at reast, punctuality'and attendance are pro*
y

blems they need to resolve. Clie'ts can beAdismissedas
a last resort, but only if their b viodr i's upset ng

, .

or disrup-tidaiL the other clients. ,/,

4 V,
) Course Cdhtent

...- -

There is no setsyllabus. The.list of e4uipment
above gitresseisome indicae.lon of the range of activities
that are'available to the client. The.activities in-
clude benchwork and metal-working, clothing.repair,
gardening, electrical work, sewing, electronic aSsembly,
clerical work, working in concrete., pipe-fit ng,

4%111'phopgraphy, sailing, calculator operation, h ital
work, delivolv jobs, cleaning jobs, hotel'and catering.
This4Aist gives some idea of Vie comprehdnsive range of
skills, job types., apd job loCations which the client
can experience. ;He can choose on the basis of both his
interest.and his Jability to_learn the basic skills in-
volved. He can kpend u5.t0-tkree or four weeks in
one area befou king a further .chdice to try othv.s.
On the other hand, he,might give,up onearea after a
few days and try somqhing else. i ar-'
(d) Methods

There is considerable emphasis on person-centred
learning, with considerable opportunity for individual
hatruction at the learner's own pace. Wherever it is
ap54-opriate discovery learning mdthods are used, and
there is also exterisive use of self-administered program-
med texts and project kits.

On entry to a course tile client discusses his wOrk
experiencp,- interests and aspirations with the instructon
As a resullt of this discussion the instructor will admi-
nister.a small number or skill samples. These are pe-
riods of learning a representative sample of a skill.
The 0.ient is first taught the task (e.g. a half-lap T
joint) and is then asked to,perform the task wfthout.help
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(......

; -

....

from the instructor mho...then rates the clients ability to
learn the skill against a standardised error checkL-list.
Using thV'reults as an aid the instructor can advise the
client in his choice of project work: Equally the client
can get a taste of the task tO a job area witho t threat .

to his se1f2cotafidence.
,

i

K

FolloWing the'"Skill(sares, the client may Choose ,t

to undertake a few Trial PrerSects which are simple tasks
.involving a coupfe or(days work making an object, with
only a small amoUn of instruction in bmic,techniques.
If a client it par i.gularly intereted ih one projeCt ,

he may go on to a f 1I project'which.can take anything
vp to four weeks. -Having,compleNed this he may try out
new skillsLin the form of Skill samples and Trial PrO-o

e.
jects.

.

. ..?
.

,

.

.Al.vnatively he may be sufficiently interested dn *
le ',on%-area to undertake Job Rehearsals, i,g. one week .

(periods working f:!;aniemployer-and at Sp end-,11which f ,

he may return,po t course, or as somett0e4 mac happen,
Joe.thken on parmanently by trie emp1oyer,!L1_Attits..ide.deve-

lopment and,social skiclls are taught.by mearri of-6discu84--

Sion groups, films, role,playing and.fowal exeftises.
.1,- .

c.
1

,Considerable emphasis.is placed on learning the
skills of job-getting (eg. looking aroUnd, telephoning,,
being interviewed). Thi" is considered to ',be a very
important part of the cou

112
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(f) RESEARCH METHODOLOGY'AND TRAINING

Educational and training research havp to a large
extent been carried out by analogy with thphysical.,

/
...Ssbiences. Evaluation makes use of such retearch and is
i'tself often a part of it. The properties and:i'imita:
.tions of research methodology are therefore c24ucial to
the proCess%of evaluation.

. 7 The typical expecimental paradigm.i :

Pre-test . Process Rost-test
,

fr

Group 1 X1 , Method'A X2

-,....,
",i0 , Iv

Group 2 Y1 ,

Method7 B : Y2
' . ../

the ,assumptions pri which the experimenta method
is based are that indimddual test resdlts may be ave-
raged ; that groups of'individuals with the same.scores
may be tteated as the same .that differeht methods may
_be objectively defined and,manipUlated. However, it is ,
now often recognised that such assumptions are difficult
,to reaLise in practice., Th pre-test can ensure only
to a limited extent that the',two groups are comparable.
Even individuals with identical scores'.are almost certairir
'to be unequally equipped to learn the relevant'material.
Similiarly, the post-test will give only a partial mea-
svre of actual learning and may be distorted in various.
ways.

An eveh more demanding task'is ensuring that the
teaching processes differ only in the intended way. It
is uually difficult to change'a method of*teaching
.without at the same time changing the content in some. ,
respect. Neither is thgre7 a,satisfectory way of con-
trollin&the "teacher variable". Either the two methods
are run by differeht teachers, in which'casethe two
variables."teacher" and "method" are confounded, or the
same tedcher must use both methods. In this case there
will be an interaction effect between teacher style etc. -

and the methOd. It is well. established that-the.prefe-
rences of a teacher have a potent effect on the way he

- ,

1 1.3
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,

uses'afmethod and the results it produce-s... It is thus
difficuit,'if hot i'Mpossible, to experiment with .

"method" as a pu?e variable. .And this leaves oct of
account the interactions b4ween likarner style arid,.

method and between learner style an teacher tyle.

In principle such limitations could be overcome by,

a Combination O4exhaustive testing with sufficigRtly
sensitive tests and by the use of sufficiently large
samples of learners. -However these requirements-are
very s'tringent and far-exceed the norml rssOurce avai-
lable'in terM8'of learners, money and appropriate tests.
It is theefore inevitable that'a-purely experimental
apProach to ques,t onof teachin and learning can pro-
duck only tental r triults rathe than definitive con-

-----
Fundamentally., the.pro6[em istha

cannot be reduced to bits of measura
Behinckbe.laviour lies meaning, and

2
of central concern,to. the teacher;
Once thd s recognised, the proceSS of eyaluation'can'

,-- be seen.as terpretive and not a matter simply off

P/iobjective measurement. Measares can be incorporat d into
the interpretation and,can act as a stimulus to further .

attempts to understand training.events,-but-,ratiags or
test-scOres by themselves can only be ambiuous,/

? ,

It has also to-.be accepted that interpretation is.-

aitself a sUbjective matter_ If it is analytical arid
makes valfeuse bf data, a sufficient degree of.inter-
sUbjectivity can be atta!ined, but this doe8 not fulfill. F

' :
the notion of "objectivity" which has been, sought:from.
the experimental paradigm. Neitlaer is evaluation a
neutral proeess. -The act of ohservation s)an Ative ,

causal factor which is always likely to change the situa.7.

tion at which it.is directed. The presence of an evalua-
tor, or the knowledge that an ,evaluation will, be made is 1-
frequentlysignificant'determiner'of trainers' actions.

.Evaluation is therefore a sOcial process. No amount
of reliance on'"objective" techniques'can change that;
only disguise it. -The evaluatCr's basic skill therefore
is that of understanding a social process which dncludes

,himself. He may use checklists, tests or IdealiSed o-
-dels'of training but they Qan onlYbe subcessful
aye used as aid8 to underttanding people's intentio
implicit theories and objectives. d.

human learning). /
le behaviour.
is this that is /

trainer and evaluator.
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CHAPTER 4

THE'COST -BENEFIT ANALYSIS 0"OCATIONA.1 TRAINING
. A

One of'the most di$cussed issues at the Semin4r
,y,:as the question of what significance should be attached_
to,phe results obtained by the application'of cost-,

- benefit a Ulysis. to the.outcome of training programmes,
?iscusio,ti wCs centered around two broad issues

(1) What is the relationship between Cost Benef Ana-
ysis (CBA). And "social Oi.:'ethical" leCisio ?

(2)_What are the particular techniques and problems
encouAtered'in applying CBA to training ?

1 - The scope df CBA
.49

In CBA we are concerned/with tl;le't7Onomy.as a whole F:
and not any smaller part of,it AAri ai the firm. Instead
Qf asking Whether'the owners of the firm will become'
better off by the firm engaging in one activity rather
than another the economist/asks whethe* 5oc1et_asra
whole will become bet.ter/off by undertaking this_ptoject
rather thap not undeQpking it, 6r by undertaking instead
any of a numbeF of altOnative projectS. But'once the
net' is'thrown wider and the.repercussiOns over the eco-

. nomy at large.are brought,intd the calCuluS, a.number
of problems atise which require extendet treatment, qhief
mong these are the distinction between benefts and
transfer.payments,/the -concept or shadow pricing external
economies and

IF
/ .

With sociaI variables thpz'problem lies deeper. Ht,p.n
we, éven'in principle; attaqh a financial quantiY to the
social value O'f intreased employment, forlexample -It
.is in cases idch as this, that 6ppcinents of financial ana-
lysis'.see a/danger. Wi11-not administrators feel more.

- confident or objectives which are quantifiable in'eaph
AterMs ? There is perhaps a danger that rinancial
asalysis/will pre-empt the'w le field: of training policy,

/
,
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\Athat i will cease to be simply.g way of judging some of
the possilole choices and will become the whole leis for

x/ cho3ce,

uch a d ger is updoubtedly real, but so long as
trai g?pos money, somelKind of financial- anals is
inevitable.

-The choice is between Porms of analysis w ichare
explicit and forms which are implicit and uncle lared.
It'is therefore essential that the relationspip ,etween
1nancial and qhumanen values be rationallis4d, p- 4it-

tinl each to be handled by complementary techniques\

The use of cost-berigfit anglysis IL attracted
. ,

criticism for its tendency to pre-empt values which are
moral or politica\1-.. The fact that this can'happen is a
direct reult,yaf. muddle and lack of clarity about do-.
mains of decisions. If actions within the field of
training policy or instance are made.and judged without
r ference to the wider domains, then the values appro
p iate to those domains are naturally unrepresented.

a e fault lies not.in any form.of financial analysiS but-
,.IIe impoverished context within which it ts used.

liA propterty'of the technique wh eh:is not,often'
recognised is,itS cOntribution preciSely to the prOcessi'
'of value judgement. By attempting to quantify inp_
and'outputd it focuSeS debate and clri,fies issuet ?
vA§C,ue in a parti:cularly acute Way: *i the correcti.;
te4kt therefore,.ellical values and CBA,are cOmplemeeitar
aspects of the-same-problem. f

The effective Use of cost-benefttanalysis depencW
therefore upon a clear conception of tne place of trai
ning within the various domains of policy.. Despite:
weaknesses' the power of the technique'td-assist dtog4Ons
about investlng resources is already cOnsaderable 4b-d

too great to waSte where limited,resources are,subject
to so mariy competinemands.

2 7 CBA - Techniques an4problems.

'Part(b) iSacoMprehensive de8ription of
cc,st benefit study of a vocational trainirn programme in
Ireland. ,ft is of particular interest inhdiscussion of
'the experimental designused (see Chaptex' 3cjart(f) on

research, methodology). The test group used, for the stu-
dy are those,Ao receive training, whether or not they
complete the courseor whether or not they UtiliSe.the



trainin&immediate af.terwards (This is beCause some
wastage is regard as a normal part Of a training
course). The ceItro1 group are those wh are trainable,
are willing to be trained put who are not trained due
to a shortage_of places'id the training centres.

Section (c) di cusses the method-ologleand concepts of
CBA and reviews the results obtained so far in applying
it *o.vocational training. Th paper makes- thi very
impor ant point that CBA resull's are very sensitive to
/the me surement ok what are called displacement effects
ii.e. th p;ocess *hereby trainees obtain lk bs which could
have en- Pilled by untrained people and- cuum effects
i.e. the process Whereby other members of he laboar
force may be taken.into jobs vacated by.trainees or,
complementary to those newly occupied by the trainees.
These effects are extremely difficult'to measure/0
therefore cp.re mustbe taken in the interpretatitrof
results.1_ 4/
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(b)'VSTJBENEFIT ANALYSIS r_ANCO'DIRECT

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

an-,oittline of a study rbhieh.is currently
being undertken bi the Research and Planning Divisionof
AN'M-The'Irish "INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AUTHORITY".

The objedt of the study is the evaluation of the
.c costs and benefits,of AnCO's Direct Tradning Programme'

and the purpose is to find out the returns on an invest-
.ment in Training in this area of AnCO's activity.

DESCRIPTION OF DIRECT. TRAINiNG

(a) "IntrodTrion, .

Under the rndustrial Training Act passed by 'the
Irish Parliament,iQ 1967, AnCO - The In,gustrial
Training Authorit'Y has responsibility'for traini g

.

at all leliels of Indusry and Commerce. The bct
"Tralning DkysiSion of AnCO provides-facilities for
the trainirM of unemployed and retundant workers ;

of workers leaving the land, and skill- upgrading
. of emloyed Workers. There are at present nine

perietrient anevi three temporary training centres
with 'a total of 2,040 places and'an annual through-
put in the region of -5500 adults,

(b) Trainingjourses Provided-

A wide range oft:Courses is provided at-the training

centres. The Courses are designed by a central ,

- ecourse design unit and relate as-hear as possible to
'the.needs of dustry in the operative areas. The
following co ses of 3 months duration or more are
available for dults :

achine Operating : Capstan and'Centre
5\ Lathe Operators 26 weeks

:Milling Machine
Operators 26 week's

gisgifiegsMachine 26.. weeks f

119
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Machine Operating',

Engineering Assgmbly : General Engineering
Operators

Domestic Appliance
Servicing.

Welding : % Welding Operative

'.Electronics :

la Fabrication

Panel Beating

S eet/Metal Fabricat.

Eleotrical/Electronic
Assebay
Radio/T.V. Servicing

Electrrnics,

Wiremen

26 weeks

26 weeks

26 weeks

(18 wedks

18 weeks*\--

24 weeks

26 weeks

26 weeks

36 weeks

24 w_eeks

24.weeks

.*

(c) Outline of Administrative and Operational Structures

Each.traiting centre is headed by a.Mana who is
supported by technical Cnstructors) and a inis-
trative staff. The techLcal and management er-
viOes are co-ordinated from,the headquarters-of
AnC0 in Dublin. These include, on the technical
side,.Curriculum.Deirelopment and Research and
Planni:rIg'attivities ; on the administrative side,
Budgeting and Finance, Data Processing and General
Administration activities..,

(d) Cost

The cost whiA is expected to ,te incurred in 1975
por the training of 6,390 adults is 5,605,436

nC0 has made an application to the European .

Fund for 50 % of these estimated costs under
es 4 and 5 of the Fund.

(e) Detitri tiop of Ad Training Characteristics

' The follow," t...les illustrate the employment
status, mari status, educational qualifications
and age of adult trainees..
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Table 1

Table 2

-Table 3

Table 4

tt- )

A.

Unemployed ,
Redundant
Pmployed

.Mer11212)-==1:ti.14j.

j Married"

I Qua

Year

--;---- 0 - 25
25 30
30.,,,, 35

35" - 40 2,7

0 4 6

Payments to. Trainees

73.
6

lo,9

-40

Trainees- are pai-d.an allowanc t "' nd
ng on a,

cases and social welfare creditz

Aommoda
jori

41-dpgv,!12!lgorT1

number of dependants (Table 5)'

subsidised for' trainees who nave t?'live awaY 1,1s

home. Travelling allowances are

re

lar
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. 0.

These allowance::: are not eubject to income tax.

4b1e 5 0 Allowances paid to Trainees

.Males and'Fdales Training Allowance'
With nc Dependants

.Age 18 E. 10.50

Ago.:19 13:00

Agi' 20 900
'Age 21 to. 35 17.50 4,"

.Age 35 -and ove.r' 19.50.

With Adult pependants

For each adult dependant .£

Child DependanIr

For 1 to 3 children
inclusive

For 4 or more chitdren 2.00

n

ocial Welfare Paymehts

In cases where Pay Related Social. Welfatenefit
in excess- of the appropriate training allow*ft;kis.'
payable, allowances equal to the amount of 16"64t1I-May
be paid.

1F

(g).- Seleciicin,,Placement and Follow-Up Prodedures

All.laf'nees are aptitude tested before entering
training. About eighty per cent of epplicants ,are
4-ound suitable for the present range of,pqrses.
There is a high withdrawal rate prior 'bb training
due to the long.waiting period. It.ds expected
that when greater capecity is available in the
training centres the-wai ing list will decline.

Tratnees are given every e couragement to look,for
suitable job openings while t the Ang0 centree,which
they cah avail of upon finisht spourse. Th
National Manpower Service,(through theiT numerous
-contact's with dndustry, giiTe considerable help in-
this regard. Over 75 % of the adul'ts tr4ned in the
past year la.e ..een..placed.in jobs. In ctses where
the trainee employment before comp( etion of
the course,

1
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special emphasl... is put on the development of those
skill& which I. i.11 be likely to.need inihis,new
employffent. r 4

OBjECTIVES d

1 ..4 . '

Training programmes usually have mUltir5le and
comlex objectives-and this is especially true of trai,
ning programmes on the national leyel Where the obj-ecti-
ves are often'partAbf_ tqe,Government's macro-economic
strategy. The Ojeetive& of AnCO's adult training.pro-
gramme can be'sultimarised under three-headings :

-.,... .
.

.; .

=. Efficient Allcationof Resources ' '

This .inludes.the. objectiNes.oflong- Irur-ACopomic
, .

'
.

- . -.

growth,and the corr4ition of structural lt13,18 in.

the eq:onomy. ,, .,

. Y
-s. . .

Di&tribUtiona-i Equltf, , ,

. 3 . ,
ThiS'Iqcludes tfle rOuction oi,,poverty and the .

proyi aon .of great-r -SeeurIty of employment.

--:ECi>llom0481ilisation .

.-,. .

:.Thi8 inelude;she cutingof unetplOyment and'the
r6dUction of inftAionary presskres., ' mr-

Depending\-on theonomie'climate prevailing in-a
, - - .

country one.qr other-Ofthe,objelptives May.,receive grea- :-
ter.er:Irhasis Put,it is''imposslble to ta4..4etion to
achieve aliy of them withOut affecting all. thelobjectives..
For example, programmes to cut unemployment-utomatically
ef4ct the allocation of resources and h r.impct 'on
infgationary pressures.
0

These objevtives are not uniqud to °national trairang
programme.s ; they apply equally to.most_Goyernment'.pro-
ject$3. Thi's faeilitates.comparisoh ttufind out which
projet most successfully fulfils the objectives'.
However,-it.is not .easy to gauge the success.of projects
because some objectives are"Eong term and diffuse. Eva-
luation metnods therefore, tend to be partial and'
incomplete. It,is in the area of externalities where
benefits accrue'to.third parties_and not to'individ&als
and firms directlyinvolved - that Goverilment interven-
tion is.. most justified but it is in this area that
'measurement is most difficult.

0. 1
(.)

0ca,L.
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CC4TS AND BENEFITS

The costs and,benefits of a training programme
are normally delineated.from three points of view,
Society, the Government ana the Individual. Before
dokng this it is *necessary to make a distinCtion bet-
ween the impact of training on the actual output of the1 .
economy and the impact on an economy's productivei
capacity. ;The cost.; ,a.rid benefit's vary depending on whith
impact one is'try-in to peasure : if one wish,es to mea-
sure the impact, on actual output, then acuum, displace-
ment and multiplie'r effects (see below) should be
included ; if one wishes to measure the impact on pToduc-
tive capacity, n2,11112wance should be made for multiplier
effects, and the earnings forgone during training reflec-
ting the reduction in productive capacfty of putting
'people in training should be regarded as a cost whether:
or not they have been replaced by other workers.Ildekilly
the impact should be calculated%from both the productive
capacity and actual output orientation and this will be
attempted in the study. A distinction will.be.made in
the results between hard facts and soft as'gumptions
because,of the difficulties associated with measuring
vacuum and displacement effects.

Benefits to Society

The benefits to society rom training are )
-

(1) -The.inCrease in production after training andas
a result of it. (Since the increase in production
cannot be measured directly the iricrease in the
trainees' gross earnings will be used as an indi-
rect measure of the increase in production)>.

(2) Value of work done by trainees,during the tivining
course.

(3 ) Exta new jobs and the vacuum effects 'associated
with the new jobs. (An attempt will be made to
estimate -these.from a study of labour market condi-
tions prevailing during the course of the evalua-
tion).

Footnotes - Vacuum Effects refer to the process whereby
other members of the labour force may be taken into
jobs_vacated by trainees or comPlementary to tnose
newly accupied by the trainees.
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(4) Socio-psychological benefits i.e. increased job
, satisfaction, reduction in crime; etc.

Costs to Society

The costs to society from trrining are

(1) Production forgoneduring training. (The reduction'
-in trainee gross earnings whike training will be
used as an indirect measure of production forgone).

(2) Capital costs. (This covers the opportunity costs
of buildings and equipment).

(3) The costs of materials, administration, and wages
and salaries paid to personnel.

(4) Socio-psychological costs.

Benefits to Government

The benefits to Government are, :

.(1) Increase in taX revenue as a result of higher
earnings.

(2) Saving on social payments as a result of increased
employment.

(3) Value of work done by,trainees during training.

'Costs to Government

The costs to Government are .
1

(1) Loss of tax revenue as a result of decreased ear-
, nings durdng training.

(2) Allowances, travel and subsistence, payments-to
trainees.

Footnotes (Contd.) Displacement effects refers to the
process whereby trainees obtain jobs which could have
been filled by untrained people.
Multiplier effects refers to the process by which an
increase in investment generates extra income.
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(3) The oPportunity costs of expenditure on building
and equipment.

(4) The cost of materials, administration wages
and salaries paid to personnel.

Benefits to Individual;f

The benefits to individuals include

(1) Increase in after-tax earnings.

(2) Socio-psYchological benefits i.e. increased job
satisfaction, etc,

Costs to Indfvidual

The bosts..to individuals include

(1) -Net edIrnings forgone during training-.

(2) Socio-psychological costs.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
. 4r

MeasuAng the impact of a training programme is
essentially the problem of calculating the difference
in variables between tgioNsimultaneous yet mutually-
exclusive states, when the programme exists and'when
it does not exist. A number of experimental designs
with a,control and test group comparison can be used to
isol@.,te.the impact of training.

1. Before - after comparison ; the person's record
before training is compared with his redord after
training (in other words the pre-,training experien-
ce is used as the control). (Scott)

2. ContgQ1 groups from the target population - the
conN)4.el group is selected from people who appear
to ha a similar background and characteristics to
the test group. (Page, Gooding,. Cain and Stromsdor-
fer, Solie, Gobbard and Somers).

3. Control groups from dropouts. (Borus)

4 Control groups from qualified interest non-enrol-
lees - Persons who apply but do not enroll for
various reasons (Hardin and Borus)

Z. 0
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5. Cbntrol groups by "Snowball" technique. This type
.

of control group is obtained by canvassing acquain-
tances nominated by the trainees to find people of
a similar background and characteristics. (Main)

6. Control group by random assignment of qualifled in,
terest persons. Applicants are randomly assigned
to either a control'or test group.

Tn choosing any experimental design it is necessary
to satisfy the conditions of internal and external vali-
dity. (Campbell and Stanley). Internal validity is the
basic minimum without which any experiment is uninter-
pretable. It guarantees that all exogenous factors are
controlled and that changes in the'dependent variables
can be Clearly discerned and opportioned to the inde-
pendent variables, otherwise a number of effects are
compounded'and no clear-cut interpretation of the effect
of training (in this instance) can be made.

External validity guarantees the representativeness
of'thg_experiment to what populations, settings, treat-
ment Wriabies and measurement variables can the effect
be generalised. External validity is an ideal to be
aimed at rathertYthan a goa1 . which can be easily realised.

-

Designs-1 - 5 are opT to objections in varying
degrees on the grounds of internal and/or exte?nal

'Avalidity. In these designs mi.14iple regression techni-
')ques can be used to isolate the effects of exogenous
factors but in a non-rdndom situation the competency
of these techniques depends upon the inclusion of the
variables in tables or eqUftions in corf.ect mathematiCal
form.- In contrast, using Design 6, "Control group by
randot assignment of qualified interest persons", the
treatment effect (training) can be measured directly,
once randomisation has been achieved_by the difference
between the mean values of the dependent variable for
the treatment and control group. Design 6 satisfies the
conditions set by-internal validity and this is the type
of design chosen for the AnCO study. Design 2 appears to
satisfy the eonditions set by external validity but if
the control group is chosen from the target population,
rather than applicants, then the effect being measured is
not purely training but the compounded effect of motiva-
tion and training.
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"EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN'AnCO STUbY.

The following are the test and control groups for the
AnCO study :

1. Test Group

Those who receive training, whether or not-they
complete the course, or/whether orsnot they,utilise
the-traiaing immediatelyl,afterwds. (Those who db
not complete training Or-utilisel it afterwards are
included because sOme wastage is regarded as a
normal part of a training course):

2. Control Group

Those who are trainable, areilling'to be trained,
bat who are not trained due to a shortage of Oiaces,
in the training centres.

Type of Sample

A stratified random saMple is being chosen because

a) itis reasonable to hypothesise that some sections of
the trainee groap will be more variable than others

b) it is necessary to ensure that small categories are
adequately represented.

Possible Criteria for Stratification

There are a number of possible criteria for strati-
fication. ,

Age

It is reasonable to assume that ag
factor which determines the returns to t
of the pay-off period and ability-to lea

Employment Experience

The employment experience of the
'training is a factor which.could,also influence the
trainee's post-training experience.

an important
ning in terms
new skAlls.

trainee prior

1 2 [I.
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Educational Experience

The educational experience of-the trainee is a
, factor which could influence the 'trainee's ability to,

acquire new skills and find employment subsequently.

Coure

.
The training course is an important determinant of

'Ehe'returns to training in terms of amount invested and
the trainee's SUCCQSS in fndingërnloymënt.

Regidn

Regionaldifferences, in labour market conditions
are an important determihant of the returns totraining.

Marital Status

The earial-statUs of
important influence.

the trainee could also e an .

In the absence of firmidence to support the
effects of such factors on t employment experience of
those who piss through the training centres, the most
appropriate method is to stratify by.factors which are
easily identifiable and more objective in nature, i.e.
age and training course. The most practical method of
selection of the sample is on a training centre basis
and this will indroduce further stratification% The
ef,fects of other factors will be 'regarded as "domains"

'to be .studied rather than criteria for stratification.

Method'of Selection of Sample

(a) Compi:le a list of applicants 'considered suitable for
training in each time period. Divide these into
strata classifications.

(b) Choose the required proportion at random from each
stratum list and assign them to be trained as the
test group.

(c) Choose another random group the same way and ensure
that-they-are-not-trained-for-the.duration-of,l.the........
study'and.regard them as the test group.

(d) Those not in either group to be treated in the ,

normal way.



(e) Continue this procedure each time.period until a
sdfficient number of people ha've been selected..
A preliminary analysis of some of the earier peo-
ple may indicate the optimal overall sample size._

DATA COLLECTION AND INTERVIEWING PROCEDURE

The data will be collected by direct interview with
members of both groups. The interview will cover such
areas as :

Personal Vitae

Educational Background

Work Experience

Income

Bealth

AnC0 Training

There will be'four interviews,with each respondent,
the first when the test and control group are completed,
the sedond when the test group complete the training
_course, the third six months later, and the fourth
interview will take place eighteen months after the
AnC0 training course,has been completed.

JI

A

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

Einar Hardin in a review of research on the economic
benefits and costs of training programmes, has offered
the following recommendations among others, as to how
research in this area might be improved :

1. "More emphasis should be placed on estimating the'
variations in the benefit-cost relationship asso-
ciated with forms and degrees af training and
other conditioning variables".

2. "The follow-up period should be lengthened".

3. "Methods of strict random sampling should L7e substi-
tuted for the judgment sampling of more published
work".

It is,intended that this study will make a contri-
bution to research in each of these areas.

1 2 9 .
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(c) COST`BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF TRAINZNG P16GRAM

0 .

Introduction

This paper has two objectives. First to make the
work of economists in this field more accessible to those
administrators and professional advisors who are not
already familiar with it: Secondly, to indicate how the
results of existing work - and hopefully future research
work - can be utilised in the formulation of policies,
for training. The paper makes no pretensions to be a
technical exposition ; it seeks only to explain enough
of the concepts nd technical jargon to give the method-
ology and results of economic analysis a wider audience
among those conterned with evaluation ttaining program-
mes. Part I provides a brief account of the naure and
value of cost benefit analysis (CBA)' ;Tart II discusses
somd methodological problems.and Part III sets out some
results and dfscusSes some implications of research
work for policy analysis.

Part I 0

Cost benefit analysis (CBA)-is a technique of in-
vestment apprdisal. It seeks tct identify and estimate
all costs and all benefits associated with any given
programme of expenditure and to evaluate the return on
that expenditure. The results can then be compared with
the returns available on alternative programmes of ex,
iDenditure and thus one can ensure an efficient use of
scarce resources. If returns,can be calculated - either
as rates of return on capital investment br aC 'et pre-
sent values of discovted future annual benefits (2),
then CBA provides a clear decision rule to policy makers.

1. Any comments made in the course of this paper and sub-
sequened16cussion are personal and-do not fiecessa-
rily feflect those-of the UK Training Services Agency..

?. Money is worth Mbre in the presentthan in .tne future
because it can be used productively. Renefits occur-
ring over a future time period must therefore be dis-
counted at an appropriate rate of interest to give a
"present value" which can be tompared with the progosed

----iriirestmeht Cpresent cost). '

r-
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It,inaicates-that high ar'low returns can be expec-.
ted for_Various options or for competing policies and
hence offers a clear guide to decision makers on the

economidespects of policy decisions. It is well reco-
gnised that not alldecisions are made on economic cri-
teria b44f it is.presumably accepted that economic consi-'
derations are an:important element in most decisions .

involving resources. --2_

A raVe of return does not offer a guide to the
question ".hpw much training should be financed/provided
by public agencies ?" It indicates 'onlythat past invest,--\\
ment has generatea a return of x% and the size of x is
an indication of the directiOn of investment (more, less,
the same):15.ut not the size of any.increment of investment,
although aearly the size of x does uggest the rough
order of mlagnitude of any further investMent.

CBA is perhaps a more useful evaluation tool f6i, the
planner and policy maker than thegorofessional trainer,
for it is concerned more with the return on resources
devoted to training programmes than the intern4,1 benefits
of a training package such as the acquisiti-on of skills

etc. However.in both cases there is an interest in the
retun on resources and this is what CBA seeks"U,va-
luate.,

Although the methodological difficulties of, achie-
vi-ng such measures are discussed 'in more detail later-it
is clear that money values are required for the cal-
culation of any rate of return or any net present value.
For various reasonS this is not always practi-.6able.and
the. 'appropriate technique then becomes cost effebtiveness
analysis.

Although, unlike CBA, it does not. Offer a decision
rule the results of cost effectiveness analysis are often
stri4pf enough to allow recOmmendations of one policy
rather'than another, and at,the very least one is able
to attach costs to policies and to have some notion
of along what dimensions policies may be effectiVe once
implemented. The technique contributes to policy making
in twg main ways,:

,e
, . . . . . . . . . .

(I) where alternative polioies with the same objectives
are being analysed it is sometimes the case that
there is na significant difference in the effecti---=
veness of policy A or policy B in securing a defined
objective x. In this case a fairly straight forward--

0
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cost minimization analysis is. possible.

(II) where effectiveness measure are different then one
can show the tradeoffs along the.various dimensions-
of effectiveness. Thus one training ;programme may
lead to training of a higher quality {at a given
cost) but another policy may generate more trainees
,in a given period and at'a given cost to receive
a somewhat lower level of trainitg. The trade off
,is then one of time span, quality and numbers at a
given cost such"that,say tl million invested in
policy A gives x benpfits per unit of time and the

same sum x givesly benefits per unit o'f time if

invested in pol:i.cy B. The final decision of course
lies with the planners and policy makers.

Thus either one constrains objectives and effecti-
veness measure and minimises costs or,one establishes
the trade off between costs for given achievements.

There are two other small points to add. First
there may be occasions when the mere setting out,of costs
and probable effectiveness of two very, different policies,-
will give such striking results that this alone is a *-

helpful guide to decision making. Secondly,.one may
adjustythe technique to take account of decisions
between major policies, and decisions between options,

but within an agreed krogramme. Thus having dedided to
support retraining policies for the disabled (rather than
immigrants, young persons, or women etc) there still
remains the choice of the best option within the disabled

programme. Cost effectiveness analysis is applicable, in

principle,,to both kinds of decision.

In short then CBA and Cost effectiveness analysis
are techniques of programmes appraisal. The result
can be directly utilized in-decision making or policy-

formation. CBA does provide a decision rule but it
indicate$ only the dlrection of investment rather than
the size of any increment in investment:

Part II - Aethodological Problems

There-are. relatively few problems of methodology
where CBA or cost effectiveness analysis is conducted at
the level of the individual or the level of,the firm.
While coit .ftta presents rather more difficulties than
is usually al-lowed it is nevertheless ;;Lot a seriaus
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obstacle to useful analysis. On the,benefit side indi-
,viduals seek to achieve employment or.more Stable em-
ployment or more satisfactory employment, and of course
higher earnings. Benefits to the firm are usually
captured-in two major measures - that of increased out-
put or increased prpfits and of course reduced labour
turnover. Other benefits to the firm are listed as
reduced waste, improved quality, reduced requirement for
supervfslon, lower'over-time costs, reduced requirement
for maintenance of machines, reduced injuries and acci-
dents,-bétter communications and general raising of
employee moral and labour conditions. Some of these
benefits can be captured in measured terms but most are
subsumed uncter the two measures of increased output and
reduced labour turnover. It should be,said immediately
that this kind of analyses has only been successfully
completed for operative training within the firm. The
problems of supervisory training and management training
raise difficulties of an order of magnitude which has not
yet been successfully analysed.

.The major methodological difficulties however are
concerned with the eValuation of training programmes
with respect to public expenditure. That is the costs
and benefits to society of public int'ervention in the
finance and provision of training programmes. On the
cost side most economists accept that the cost of trai-
ning should include the foregone earnings (output) of
those who enter training programmes. This is not rele-
vant of course'where the trafnee was previously unem-
ployed but where-he enters tr4ning from employment then
clearly society has lost theyoutput for which he was
previously responsible unless he is replaced immediateily
from among the unemployed. His, earnings represent a
proxy measure of foregone output and this must be inclu-
ded on the cost side of any CBA. The major difficulties
of course relate toe' asuring benefits. We should be
clear as to the objt,e. tives of publicly supported training
programmes. In most countries the objectives are some
combination of the following : 0-

- trainink facilities which allow individuals to
acquire new skills, craft trades and/or social
skills and hence aspire to new job opportunities
particularly in areas of"labour shortage

- training designed speoif
unemployment
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- training facilities for'certairispecially-
disadvantaged groups - handicapped etc.

In all these cases the Major benefits ean be taken
to be either some net reduction in unemployment or net
increase in the durability and stability of employment
by individuals or increased earnings of individuals

or an appropriatemovement of trainees to new job/indus-
try opportunities. Measuring these benefits gives rise
to certain problems.

The basic assumption is that any increase in output
in'goods and services due to the productivily of trainees
Is measured adequately albeit imperfectly by their
earnings. The differential between pre and post training
earnings is central to the evaluation of direct benefits

of training programmes. To measure earnings is to assume
that the man is employed and certainly the employment
position or post training situation is an important part

of CBA evaluation. Indirect benefits-what is known in
the literature as externalities - are also crucial to the

evaluation. The vacuum or replacement effects occur when
jobs that would have been held by trainees had they not
joined the training course are now'filled either directly
by the unemployed or are taken by other employed workers
whose vacated job in turn creates a chain reaction
through the labour market leading eventually to the em-
ployment of hitherto unemployed workers. The effect( of
replacement ie,rto raise benefits and lower costs.

Displacement effects occurs when trinees on comple-
tion enter jobs that are held by others or which would
have been filled by others without training. Training
leads not to a net decrease in unemployment but simply,

a ruffling of the unemployed. The circumstances in
which displacement is likely to be severe are not easy .
to specify. In a shortage - and an increasing shord,q0.ge -
situation the displacement effect is likely to be smaTi.
In an oversupply - and rising surplus situation the
effect is more severe. The displacement effect is likely
to be more severe where trainees find employment in
occupationa otheri.than those of the t'raining trade.

The.multiplier.effect occurs when trates enter
occupations which currently are in short aupply. Bottle-
necks, i.e. constraints in production work due to a
labour shortage, are now released through this increase

in the supply of appropriate'labour. It sometinles hap-

pens that labour - say skilled and Unskilled is
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complementary and the provislon of, a skttlaed man may

A
lead to the ethployment of an nskilled assistant.

Thus an expansion of ou p t is now possible because
a bottleneck is released, causing some net .increase in
'employment (reduction in unemployment) due to the joint
demand of skilled or unskilled labour. However there is
a real problem in measuring that 'proportion of increaSe
in output due solely to training.t

'

There is some disagreement mithin the literature as
. to the way these.technicalissues may be resolved a.nd the

usualy way forward is to.offer a nange of values which
will illustrate the impact pf.these effects on the
results. One thus has some 'idea how sensitive any CBA
resultS are to these effects.

Macro economic benefits are recognized irOthe lite-
rature but are seldom estimated in empirical work due ta.
the great difficulty in idehtification and measurement. .

The argument is that if training is concentrated in ,tho-

se areas in which there is a current latour shortage and
if the employment service is geared to increase the
efficiency in job matching so it becomes p9ssible to
achieve counter-inflation policies without inctiving
high lwels of unemployment or reflationary polthies
without causing severe inflation. The difficulty of
estlma;iing such benefits usually prevents any empirical
work in this field. There is however some discussion of
the policy implications for training programmes. Should
public training pt.ogrammes be expanded during periods of
recession and contracted during periods of boom or vice

versa ? Should the composition of such training pro-
grammes be changed such that training for skills take
place during recession thus enabling skilled labour to
enter'labour markets and reduce bottlenecks in the sub-
sequent period of recession and training forsocial
skills take priority during period of boom

Another issue of major importance is the redistribu-
tive effects of training programmes. CBA is essentially
concerned with the efficiency of investment decisions.
It is usually assumed that current income distribation is
socially-acceptable and that where .redistributive effects
of investments. do occur they can be,captured by treating .

each persons gains and losses equally. In many cases
the redistributive effects are likely to be so small the

question can be disregarded.

ej(.-.)
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However,'society may wish to alter the distribution
of income between the employed and unemployed ; between
colour, classes, and races ; and Perhaps between yoang
and old within society: Thus, some personegains or
lopes are now regarded asmore important than others.
Manpower retraining policie0S.(are sometimes the instru-

ment of such social objective§, Certainly training may
be f.egarded as an investment in humari capital, and'as
human.capital generates an income stream, changing the
distribution of human capital shoild affect the subser,
qa6ilit distribution of income. How far human capital
investment deteimines (pre tax) incbme distribution in
society is not clear but, either deliberately or-inad-
yentently, it is likely to have some impact and if we
*%anab1e to quantify the effects then CBA study of man-

power.programmes is likely to be incomplete. While it
is the case that most of.these issues still require
.further analysis and empirical testing there must' be
'4few who do not :consider them to be important aspects of
Oost,.:.:benefit analysis in the evaluat.iOn of training.

Part III Results

'Unfortunately I am familiar only with the United
States and UK material and one Swedish study ; I would
welcome references to European and other work.

At the company level Prafessor Brinley Thomas and
Dr. Alan Jones and their associates have found that
investment in operative training gives a benefit cost
ratio of some 6-to 1. Similar results have been found
when the studies were extended to similar training in
similar firms but in different industries. Dr.Zidermah
pf-London Univensity in his analysis of geVernment pro-
Aiided training found high and.positive returns, which,

,
depending the assumptions made regarding external bene-
,Pits, are of the order of 10 to 15%, using a resultat,

'-iilyestment costs were recouped within five years.

In-the US work. by Page on 900 trainees in Massachu-
psetts between 1958 and 1961 under the Manpower Develop-
.ment Act (MDA) found net benefits in excess of Om. :

That is, the money value of benefits of, training received,
. 1ess costs, exceed 06. Analysis af the Job4000;76nd.

t.11eighborh d Youth Corp programmes.both of Ohl'ch relate
to young p rsons suggest.mixed success. But, given high
costs and d fficult training material, :the posti.training
employment and earnings data is impressive - CBA" ratios
of 2:1 or 5:1, depending on assumptions', are reported

,
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in Thurow.

Borus calculated Benefit - cost ratios for Connec-
ticut training courses ranging from 3:1 to 6:1 depending
on assumptions concerning the use of skills, over,a
10yr service life. Cain & Stromsdorfer calculated
ratios of 10:1 for men lnd 2,7:1 for women, and an ove-
rall ratio of 9:1 in a sample of West Virginia training
courSes. Using the same data Stromsdorfer calculates
rates of return of 90 % for men and 64 % foP females.
Hardin & Borus-calculated a B/C ratio of 1:2 for a
sample of Michigan trainees, using a 10yr life and a
10 % discount rate.

In Sweden Dahlberg assumes a lOyr life with a
decreaSing benefit stream. Discounting at 10 % he
calciaated a B-C ratio to individuals of between 3.2
& 4.6 and a payback of 21-33 months. The social B/C
ratio.depending on assumptions lies between 4.3 and 6.7
with a payback period of 17-20 months. .

What are the implicatdons of these results for the
evaluation of publicly supported training programmes ?

.First, all results suggest that some expansion of
training facilities would be economically justified al-
though the scale and composition of such expansion raises
other issues.-

Second, some close eMpirical estimates of the dis-
placement and rePlacement effect are needed because CBA
results are quite sensitive to these factors. ,Economic
analysis'is less than conclusive about the.benefits of
counter cyclical training programmes and this deserves
Closer consideration as it is becoming a major policy
question in many inaistrial counties. Finally the re-
quest for more CBA research work, 9n different tSrpes of
training courses, on different regions, and on different
age and sex groups, is no cliche, ut represents a badly
needed programme of-work df-policie -are.to be more care-
fully formulated and implementedf owever despite the
imperfections of current work.the re ults have been inte-
resting and valuable and I hope due ceonsideration will be
given to economic appraisal by those of you not already
familiar with the methods and results of CBA for the
evaluattin of training progrTme. .

1 r7
f,..1
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CHAPTER,5

EALUATION.AND ITS-APPLICATION

Underlying much of the discussion in the seminar
was a desire for a more integrated approach to evalua-
tion. At present, a decision to invest in a particular
programme of training is likely to be taken in the light
only of the most immediate employment outcomes. Yet
questions concerning he manpoqtr system as a whole are
inevitably raised by such a decision. There may also
be even wider 6onsequences of a social nature. Training
may produce not only skills, not only employed men, but
also unemployed men (displacement effect), a demand for
further training, geographical mobility and so on. The
effect of one particular training programme may be
difficult to see,but the national sponsors of training
cannot treat individual programmes just aS isolated
entities. They are inevitably seen in the light of a
policy and a policy must be based on aggregate effects.

The process also works in reverse. Changes in the
larger scene must be met by an adequate response from
the training system. The examples of job-enrichment,
the apparently ever-growing need.for versatility or the
ideology of industrial democracy constitute clear demands
on the training syStem. To meet such demands'adequately,
it is not enough to respond in a local fashion : the
global policy of the training system must anticipate the
local expression of needs. Without such a glqbal res-
ponse,.the resources of training expertise and financial
support are likely to be out of phase with demands as
they arise.

In the language of the model presented earlier, the
policies of.the various domains need to be linked cohe-
rently. It ds the objective of integrated evaluation to
achieve this; for in practical terms the effective stimu-
lus.to policy ibtegration is the clear demonstration of
the nature of the.dependencies. To achieve this the eva-
luation of tradning must start to inckide the bigger
,question.
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This does not imply that the smaller more d tailed
ones are replaced, but rather that they are plac d in the
larger context more explicitly. Studies of lab ur market
structure, of underlying personal competencies implied
in this structure and of costs and benefitsare/ examples
of initiatives that are under way and which have already
shown that they can produce results and insighte that
are worth building on.

Implicit in the integration of levels of outcome is
athe integration of outcOmes through time. The financing
of training projects is usually.set.within a fairly short
time span or one that is arbitrarily determined by
institutional factors. Bdt outcOmes in the various do-
mains have a time structure of their own. A training
project which has a significant impact on the manpower
system (whether at the level of one organisation, regio-
nally or nationally) may.bring in its train further needs
for training after perhaps a year or two. One of the
working groups set up during the seminar produced a
simple table showing the time sequence for evaluation of
the outcomes in the various domains (diagram 4).

The conteXt of training systems outlined in the
Seminar supports and elaborates the notion of training
as the management of change. This has two aspegts to
it :

(1) The conceptualisation of the situation of training,
i.e. how other things affect training decisions and
are affected by training decisions ;

(2) understanding the art and technology of training
processes themselves.

Evaluation is concerned therefore with analysing
both means and ends. Even if the ends are "given" by
authority higher in the system, the evaluation process
should still analyse thoie ends. Without such an analy-
sis the assessment of the means will be bound by the
perspectives of the higher authority. This would be to
limit evaluation to a mere servicing function and to
ignore the educational power properly inherent in it.

S"
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Dia_gram
Factors involved in the eval ation of the

success of vocational traini g measures, and

the time sequence for such e aluation;

Annex to phe Report

of Worki4 Party

4 A 2

Assessment takes'iplace after each of these phases

4MAINS PLANNING TRAINING EXAMINATION OCCUPATION iAREiR
UCC S

SOCIAL

EFFECTS

,COST x x

TIME 1E'QUIRED x x x

,

,

(other necessary

resources)

s

x x
.

,

Instructional ,

methods
X x x .

Specialist

qualifications x x x x

Personal objec.tives
h

c

1 x x x
.

Training policy

objectives
x x x x

Employment policy,

objectives x x x x
. .

Other political

objectives ,

x

.

x x

The crosses indicate the time at which the evaluAion

of factor's involved in the assessment of success

shouldtest be made,



In terms of the model presented in this report
(Fig. 1) evaluation can be seen in the following terms :

(i) Analysing the Ends.

This consistS of determining how given objective
relatesto other needs or policies within its own domain
and within arly superordinate domain.

Thus a proposed objeCtive stated at the level of the
Training Domain must be related to other Training Domain
objectives or needs,and to the needs and objectives of

the manpower Domain and the Social Domain. The process
is ordered and cumulative in that the first integration
of objectives etc. should be accomplished before carrying
out the second integration at the higher level. The
outcome of the analysis of Ends may be called the "defi-

ned objective".

(ii) Analysing the means.

The means consist of possible actions in subordinate

domains. Those chosen are examined so as to estimate
their eff,ectiveness in achieving the"proposed objective".
Such an estimation may be predictive, using data from
past experience .where it is applicable: Or it may be ,

concurrent, utilising data fed back from the actions k.

themselves. Referring again to the, example of an objec-
tive at the level of the Training Domain, tine proposed
means will consist of actions within the subordinate
domains of Programme and Teaching. The process of ana-
lys-ing'the means is also sequential and cumulative. The

relationship of the defined objective is first determined
with respect to factors in the Programme Domain (i.e.

, -subjected .to:tasi< analytiSetc) and then with respect to
factors in the Teaching Domain. The'outcome of Means
Analysis may be termed a "defined means". 1110

The- process-of- elialuatio:n -may- -now _b_e_restated_as.

the following steps :

(i)To analyse.a. proposed objective by examining'it in
conjunction with factors in .its own and in superor-
dinate domains : a sequential, cumulative, "upward"

process.

(ii)Thus to arrive at a defined objective.

.
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(iii) To examine the defined objective ill njunction
Oith the proposed means : a sequenti cumu-
aative, "downward" prodess.

(iv) Thus to arrive at a defined means.

The outstanding aspects of tWdefinition of
evaluation emerging from thesSeminal" are':

(i) The need to integrate objectives at different
levels

(ii) The need to understand the art and technology
of training.

From (i) it is clear that evaluators cannot be
regarded as only technicians. Their familiarity with
all levels of policy is vital if the educational effect
of evaluation is to be maximised.

This point is re-inforced by the word "art" in
part (ii). Teaching, aearning and training can be
4'ystematised only to a certain degree. Furthelmore,
the sysTematisation will lead only to simplistipcon-
ceptions unless it is set in a genuine understanding of
the underlying processes. ,Mbdels, such as those presen-
ted here, checklists of key points in training programmes
etc, only go so far. They point to areas for exploration
or definition : they do not offer a substitute for the
ability to explore and define.

The abilities indicated-are formidable if they are
assumed to reside within,a zingle individual. The
ability to make-judgementS about a learning process, to
relate a prbgramme to the field,of training/education
polic and provision, to set this w4hin total manpower
requirements, tO seetniS as a' part of social policy to
design appropriate enquiry methods within any of these
SleIdS-and',.tb apply-sPecidliSt techniques such as cost-
benefit analysis across this spectrum clearly requires
a te'am'of evalUatorse How many and what their qualifi-
cations should be will. vary with circumstances, but in
general the f011Owing fields Of expertise would be
represented

a) Social administration/sociology
b) LaboUr economics
c) Investmentappraisal
(d) Training management- '''
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(e) Training proces'consultancy.

In practice two or more of these categories may be
collapsed into one, e.g. (a) (b) ; (b) (c) ; (c) (d) ;

(d) (e) ..,,etc. The nature of tlae problem and the
availabil\ty-of personnel will determine specific cases.

,
It is poss1b4e for such teams to be created ad hoc

and to operate suCcessfully, and this has happened in'
the past. It would be a considerable advantage however
if such teams were to lie given a degree of permanence
which would allow team-integration to develop. With.
explicit training exercises to this end, it lkould not
be hard to demonstrate improvements such as.a greater
degree of inter-subjective consistency between teams.
At present, there is scarcely any measure of consistency
in evaluation. Such data as might be relevant to it,
such as that relating to interviewers, academic exami-
ners etc, suggests that the level of consistency is
probably low. The decisions taken on the basis of
evaluation ther,ef must be correspondingly doubtful.
The use of team xercises, inter-team exercises, the
development of w rking skills and classifications etc.
are an immediate possibility. The Seminar has.shown
that a framework for evaluation can be offered. But
the criticism, modification and development of this
framework can best come from practical attempts to
implement it.

One such attempt has been made by the Commission .

of the-European Communities. In 1974 it established an
international team(act advisory experts to examine a
number of training programmes supported by the European
Social Fund. For the first series of projects examined
they evaluated the extent to which the training met. the
objectivgs set for it. _In the current series they are
looking at the relationship between the training pro-
gramme and the overall manpower and socio-economic goals

_of-the-cOuntry. concerned,. Apart. from.the.usefulness_
the evaluation itself and its importance for the develop-
ment of the Social Fund the work of the team is geneiA,-',\

ting a transnational understanding of the trainink."
problems of the different member states and is estabais-
hing a fund bfi expertise and a measure of teaM integra-

1

tion despite the varied backgrounds (both nationally and
.1) professionally) of its'members.
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